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ABSTRACT 
Chlorofluorocarbons are the primary refrigerants used in vapor-compression air 
conditioning and refrigeration systems. Environmental concerns, such as the ozone depletion 
effect of chlorofluorocarbons, have led to an international agreement on the reduction and eventual 
elimination of these refrigerants. Alternative, ozone-safe refrigerants have been developed and 
their evaporation characteristics need to be assessed. A single-tube evaporation test facility has 
been designed and built to measure these characteristics. An instrumented, eight-foot long 
(2.44 m), 0.402-inch (10.21 mm) inside diameter evaporation test section equipped with SCR-
controlled, surface wrapped heaters is the main feature of the design. Leak testing and a 
preliminary system shakedown have been successfully completed. Baseline testing using CFC-12 
as the reference fluid has been conducted. Mass fluxes were tested over the range of 100,000 
Ibmlhreft2 (135 kg/sem2) to 400,000 Ibmlhreft2 (540 kg/s·m2), and heat fluxes were varied from 
1600 Btulhreft2 (5.1 kW/m2) to 6400 Btulhr·ft2 (20.4 kW/m2). Evaporation temperatures were 
between 40 OF (4.4 OC) and 52 OF (11.1 OC) with inlet qualities of 20 to 60 percent. Expected 
trends in the data were observed. Average heat transfer coefficients compared closely with average 
heat transfer coefficients calculated from correlations of Chaddock-Noerager, Kandlikar, Shah, 
and Pierre. However, uncertainty in both temperature and heat input measurements require further 
improvements to the system. Additional capacity of the chiller system is also needed so that lower 
evaporation temperatures and larger heat additions to the test refrigerant can be maintained. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1 
During the mid-1970s, it was fIrst postulated that chlorine from halogenated hydrocarbons 
was breaking down the ozone layer which protects the Earth against potentially harmful ultraviolet 
radiation from the sun. This theory has subsequently been confIrmed by scientists who have 
measured a decrease in th~ size of the stratospheric ozone layer and an increase in the size of the 
Antarctic ozone hole. In addition, the fully halogenated chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) have also 
been linked to climate modifIcation (or the "greenhouse effect"). The" greenhouse effect" is the 
phenomenon where gases such as CFCs, carbon monoxide, and methane in the atmosphere allow 
shorter-wavelength radiant energy from the sun to reach the Earth's surface while trapping the 
longer-wavelength infrared radiation that the Earth's surface emits. 
In September of 1987, twenty-four nations and the European Economic Community signed 
the "Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer." This agreement calls for a 
20% reduction in CFC production by 1993, a 50% reduction by 1998, and, most likely, the 
elimination of all CFC production by the year 2000 [1]. The Montreal Protocol also states that 
additional measures will be negotiated as scientifIc evidence becomes available. 
Chlorofluorocarbons are the primary refrigerants used in vapor-compression air 
conditioning and refrigeration systems. These refrigerants were developed in the 1930s and their 
thermodynamic and heat transfer characteristics have been researched in detail over the past fIfty 
years. However, since many of these refrigerants (such as CFC-12) are going to be phased out 
over the next 10 years, a rapid technology change will need to take place in order to fInd 
alternative, ozone-safe refrigerants that perform as well as their CFC counterparts. 
While evidence mounts that CFCs are depleting the ozone layer, another problem has arisen 
which greatly affects the refrigeration and air conditioning industry: a sharp increase in energy 
prices. In response to these increasing energy prices, the federal government has mandated 
appliance energy effIciency standards which will become effective in 1990. These standards may 
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be tightened in the future as energy prices increase further due to environmental regulations or 
instabilities in the world oil market [2]. 
In response to the Montreal Protocol and the appliance energy efficiency standards, a 
National Science Foundation (NSF) Industry/University Cooperative Research Center for Air 
Conditioning and Refrigeration Technologies (ACRC) was established at the University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign in November of 1989. The Center has two purposes. "The first is to 
contribute to the technology base for a new generation of equipment that must greatly reduce, and 
eventually eliminate, reliance on CFC refrigerants that are linked to stratospheric ozone depletion. 
The second is to provide an opportunity for manufacturers to coordinate research and share results, 
as the international marketplace grows increasingly competitive in response to the energy efficiency 
standards being adopted by many countries." [2] 
Through the ACRC, fundamental research for refrigeration systems is being conducted at 
both the system and the component level (i.e. evaporators, compressors, condensers, and 
expansion devices). Experimental test facilities are being established that reproduce typical 
component conditions for both CFC refrigerants and their alternatives. CFC-12, used in 
automobile air conditioning systems and household refrigerators, has been targeted for phase-out 
and replacement by the Montreal Protocol and the refrigeration industry has selected HFC-134a (a 
substance that does not contain chlorine) as its most promising replacement. HFC-134a has only 
2% of the ozone depletion potential of CFC-12 [3]. Since HFC-134a has different transport and 
thermodynamic properties than CFC-12, a new database must be established over a short period of 
time to ensure a smooth transition between the phase-out of old and phase-in of new refrigerants. 
Initial thermodynamic studies for HFC-134a show that the compound exhibits a lower coefficient 
of performance (COP) than CFC-12 based on theoretical refrigeration cycles at the same condenser 
and evaporator temperatures [4]. 
A reliable data base must be established for evaporation characteristics of HFC-134a. 
These characteristics include measurement of heat transfer coefficients and pressure drop. 
Research of these evaporation characteristics is being conducted in ACRC Project SPOl. This 
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project will specifically examine evaporation characteristics inside single, horizontal tubes. This 
thesis describes the design, building, and baseline testing of an apparatus to measure evaporation 
characteristics of ozone-safe refrigerants. 
A single-tube evaporation test loop has been designed and completely assembled. Leak 
testing and a preliminary system shakedown have been successfully completed. The operating 
characteristics of the system have been assessed with CFC-12 to establish a reference base and are 
reported herein. Conditions found in typical evaporators for automotive air conditioning and 
household refrigerators have been simulated. In subsequent ongoing work, these conditions will 
be repeated with HFC-134a. Short term goals include measuring evaporation characteristics of 
HFC-134a inside circular tubes of varying inside diameter and rectangular tubes. Long term goals 
include determining the effect of oil on heat transfer and pressure drop and the effect of internal 
tube enhancements (micro-fins, roughened surfaces, etc.). 
The remaining portion of this document will describe the design and building of the test 
facility, the operating procedures used to perform test runs, the development of a CFC-12 
reference base of heat transfer characteristics, and a comparison of these characteristics with 
previous correlations developed in literature. 
Chapter 2 reviews the available literature for characteristics of the evaporation process. 
First, the two-phase fluid flow mechanics of the evaporation process are examined. In addition, 
heat transfer coefficient correlations are reviewed to establish comparisons for the CFC-12 
database. These include both local and average heat transfer correlations. Also included are 
correlations specific to CFC-12 and generalized correlations for a variety of evaporating liquids. A 
review of pressure drop correlations for the evaporation process is examined. Finally, previous 
experimental designs from the literature of single-tube evaporation test facilities are reviewed. 
Chapter 3 discusses the design and building of the single-tube evaporation test apparatus. 
The horizontal, single-tube test section design is discussed in detail with each of the basic 
components highlighted. Instrumentation and the data acquisition system are also examined. 
4 
Chapter 4 describes the system preparation, start-up, and operation. This includes 
purging, evacuating, leak testing, and charging of the refrigeration loop. Also discussed are the 
system operating characteristics such as start-up procedures, operating procedures, and time to 
reach steady-state. Chapter 5 identifies the test envelope for CFC-12 baseline data and HFC-134a 
data. Included are the flow conditions used to simulate both automotive air conditioning and 
household refrigerator evaporators. 
Chapter 6 examines the data reduction techniques used to reduce the experimental data. 
Included in this chapter are heat transfer coefficient calculations, system energy balances, and 
quality calculations. Fluid property data and computer data reduction techniques are also 
mentioned. Chapter 7 examines the experimental results for CFC-12 baseline testing. This chapter 
also compares this heat transfer data with some of the correlations described in Chapter 2. Chapter 
8 summarizes the results of the baseline testing of the apparatus. Recommendations for improving 
the system are also suggested. 
CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
5 
Forced-convection evaporation in tubes is a complicated process which has several 
different two-phase flow patterns. Over the past several decades, experimental research has been 
conducted on this topic for many different fluids including refrigerants (such as CFC-12)and has 
resulted in an extensive literature database. This literature was reviewed for several types of 
information: flow mechanics, heat transfer coefficient correlations, pressure drop correlations, and 
test facility designs. Correlations are available on the heat transfer coefficients and pressure drop 
for pure refrigerants in smooth tubes, pure refrigerants in finned tubes, and refrigerant-oil mixtures 
in smooth tubes. Most recently, Schlager et al. [5,6] and Eckels and Pate [7] provided surveys on 
some of the important correlations reviewed. In this review, only those correlations for pure 
refrigerants in smooth tubes applicable to the research being reported herein will be discussed. 
2.1. Flow Mechanics of Forced-Convection Evaporation in Tubes 
Evaporation is defined as the process of changing a liquid into a vapor. During forced-
convection evaporation inside a tube, flow patterns vary depending on the quality of the fluid, the 
fluid properties of each phase, and the mass flowrate [8]. Figure 2.1 depicts flow development 
inside a heated, horizontal tube. Flow enters the tube as a subcooled liquid and boiling is soon 
initiated. Bubbles form at the tube surface and are carried into the mainstream of the liquid. This 
regime is called the bubbly-flow regime. Vapor slugs then form along the top surface of the 
horizontal tube. A transition from this plug-flow regime to a churn or semiannular-flow regime 
occurs as the vapor slugs and bubbles coalesce. An annular-flow regime then occurs where the 
liquid forms a film around the circumfer~nce of the tube. In this region, vapor in the core of the 
tube moves at a much higher velocity than the liquid film along the inner surface of the tube. As 
the fluid moves further down the tube, a spray annular-flow regime occurs where dry spots begin 
to appear at the inner surface with liquid droplets appearing in _ the vapor core. The dry spots 
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continue to grow until the surface is completely dry with liquid droplets still in the vapor core. 
This regime is termed the mist-flow regime and persists until all the liquid droplets are converted to 
vapor. Superheating of the vapor then occurs by forced convection from the surface. 
Figure 2.1 also shows the qualitative variation of the local heat transfer coefficient for 
forced-convection evaporation inside a horizontal tube from a saturated liquid condition to a 
saturated vapor condition. There is a sharp increase in the heat transfer coefficient through the 
bubbly-flow regime. The heat transfer coefficient continues to increase through the churn and 
annular-flow regimes. However, as the dry spots of the spray annular-flow regime appear, a 
drastic decrease in the heat transfer coefficient occurs. For the mist-flow regime, the heat transfer 
coefficient increases slightly with downstream dimension. 
Mass velocity of the two-phase mixture for a horizontal tube evaporator can change the 
flow regime patterns [9]. Figure 2.2 compares these patterns for the case of a high and a low 
mass velocity. Inlet qualities are around 20% for refrigerator evaporators, so that annular and 
spray annular-flow predominate throughout the tube lengths. For relatively high two-phase mass 
velocities (greater than 150,000 Ibm/hr-ft2 for a 1!2-inch horizontal tube), spray annular-flow 
occurs to about 90% quality. The liquid annulus is somewhat asymmetric over the inside surface 
of the horizontal tube. For relatively low two-phase mass velocities (less than 150,000 Ibmfhr-ft2 
for a 1/2-inch horizontal tube), liquid occupies only the lower cross section of the tube. A wavy-
flow regime occurs at qualities above about 5%. For this wavy-flow regime, the heat transfer 
coefficient is nearly constant along the tube length. As evaporation increases, the vapor velocity 
accelerates and annular flow develops. However, liquid slugging can be superimposed on the 
flow patterns shown. This means that a nearly continuous liquid sheet forms over the tube cross-
section. These liquid sheets, or slugs, move rapidly at irregular intervals. 
2.2. Heat Transfer Coefficient Correlations for Evaporation 
Developing a single correlation for heat transfer coefficients over the full quality range of 
evaporation is difficult if not impossible due to the various flow regimes described above. 
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However, for refrigerator evaporators, most of the evaporation process takes place while the flow 
is in the annular region and many correlations have been developed just for these situations. 
Despite this, most correlations are only accepted as accurate for the specific geometry, flow, and 
refrigerant conditions tested. 
There are two basic types of heat transfer coefficient correlations developed in the literature. 
Most correlations found are for local heat transfer coefficients. These coefficients are defined for a 
specific section along the tube. From Fig. 2.2, it can be seen that the local heat transfer coefficient 
varies with length along the tube. For two-phase flow, this variation is quality dependent. 
Therefore, local heat transfer coefficient correlations for two-phase flow are based on a specific 
local quality. Other correlations utilize average heat transfer coefficients for the entire tube length. 
For two-phase flow, these correlations are based on a change in quality over the length of the tube. 
To determine the average heat transfer coefficient from local heat transfer coefficient correlations, 
the local heat transfer coefficient correlations must be integrated over the quality range of the 
corresponding length of tube. 
In addition, correlations in the literature can also be specific or general. Some correlations 
are specific, relating to a class of fluids or a particular flow regime, while others are general and 
apply to a wide variety of fluids. For this study, only correlations that use CFC-12 as one of the 
base fluids or the sole fluid will be reviewed. The variables and their corresponding units for these 
correlations presented are described in the nomenclature of this report. 
Pierre [10] developed an average heat transfer coefficient correlation for evaporation of 
CFC-12 in a horizontal, circular tube. Studies of complete and incomplete evaporation were 
conducted. The heat transfer coefficient was found to vary with Reynolds number based on liquid 
properties and a boiling number, K. For exit qualities up to 90%, the proposed correlation is 
hTP [m~K] = 0.0009 ~) Rei KO.5 (2.1) 
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and for complete evaporation up to 6°C (11 oF) superheat, the correlation is 
hTP = 0.0082 (~) ( Rei K )0.8 (2.2) 
where 
and 
GD Re/=-
III 
K _ ~x i fg 
- Lg 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
where G is the mass flux based on actual flow area, Rei is based on the total flow considered as a 
liquid, ifg is the enthalpy of vaporization, and r represents the quality change per length of tube. 
The boiling number described above is different than the boiling number more commonly used in 
the literature. The boiling number, Bo, is generally defined as 
" BO=~G' lfg 
with q" being the tube surface heat flux. 
(2.5) 
Other studies in the literature, such as Altman et al. [11], have shown that Pierre's 
correlation has been quite accurate in correlating evaporating refrigerant data. Johnston and 
Chaddock [12] correlated their data, which represented 223 average heat transfer coefficients 
measured for incomplete evaporation, within ±20% using Eq. 2.1. However, Johnston and 
Chaddock found their data to be strongly dependent on local quality while Pierre's data was 
independent of local quality. Gouse and Coumou [13] also noted that Pierre's correlation was 
independent of local quality and could not predict high mean quality data at high flowrates. 
Chaddock and Noerager [14] proposed a local heat transfer coefficient correlation for the 
evaporation of CFC-12 in a horizontal tube with a constant surface heat flux, q". Their correlation 
shows that the local heat transfer coefficient varies with boiling number, Bo, and the Lockhart-
9 
Martinelli parameter, Xtt, defined below. The correlation also relates the two-phase evaporation 
heat transfer coefficient to a heat transfer coefficient based on liquid properties. Their correlation is 
hTP = 1.85 hi [Bo • 1()4 + 1.5 • Xtt-2/3]O.6 (2.6) 
where hi is the single-phase, liquid heat transfer coefficient and is defined by the Dittus-Boelter 
[14] equation as follows: 
k[ 
hi = 0.023 (D) RefJ·8PrfJA 
The Lockhart-Martinelli parameter [14] is defmed as 
1 - x 0 9 Pv 0 5 ~I 0 1 Xtt = [~) . (-) . (-) . ] 
x PI ~v 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
with x being the value of local quality. The Lockhart-Martinelli parameter is based on frictional 
pressure drop of a turbulent, flowing mixture of gas and liquid and is further discussed in Sec. 2.3 
below. 
Uchida and Yamaguchi [15] also developed a local heat transfer coefficient correlation for 
evaporation of CFC-12 in a horizontal tube. Their correlation also uses the boiling number, Bo, 
and Lockhart-Martinelli parameter, Xtt, and relates the two-phase, evaporation heat transfer 
coefficient to the single-phase, liquid heat transfer coefficient, hi. Their correlation is 
hTP = 17.5 hi BoO.2 Xtt -5/3 (2.9) 
Shah [16] proposed a graphical form of a general correlation of local heat transfer 
coefficients of evaporating liquids in both horizontal and vertical flow. This correlation is based on 
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the boiling number, Bo, the Froude number, Frz, the convection number, Co, and the single-phase 
heat transfer coefficient, hz'. Froude number is defmed as 
(2.10) 
while the convection number is defmed as 
(2.11) 
The single-phase heat transfer coefficient, hz'is defined differently from the single-phase heat 
transfer coefficient given in Eq. 2.7 because the Reynolds number is related to the local quality and 
is based on liquid properties. It is defined as 
_0_-->..( _1 _-_xL-) _D Rez' = 
Jlz 
(2.12) 
This Reynolds number is then used in the Dittus-Boelter equation to determine hz'. Later, Shah 
[17] developed correlation equations from his earlier graphical correlation. The correlation is based 
on a parameter 'JI and can be determined from the largest value of 'JInb,'JIcb' or 'JIbs described 
below. The subscripts nb, cb, and bs, stand for nucleate boiling, convective boiling, and bubble 
suppression regime, respectively. Shah's correlation relates the two-phase heat transfer 
coefficient, h1P' to the single-phase heat transfer coefficient, hz', through this 'JI parameter as 
(2.13) 
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The largest value of'l'nb,'I'cb' or'l'bs should be used from the following equations. For horizontal 
tubes, 
N=Co 
where N is defined as an intermediate parameter. For horizontal tubes with FrZ :s 0.04, 
For N > 1.0, 
For 0.1 < N :s 1.0, 
For N :S 0.1, 
N = 0.38 Fr(0.3 Co 
1.8 
'l'cb = NO.8 
'l'nb = 230 BoO.5 for Bo > 0.3 - 10-4 
'I' nb = 1 + 46 BoO.5 for Bo < 0.3 - 10-4 
'l'bs = F BoO.5 exp (2.74 N -0.1 ) 
'l'bs = F BoO.5 exp (2.74 N-0.15) 
where F is a constant determined from the following: 
for Bo ~ 11- 10-4 then F = 14.7 <-
for Bo < 11- 10-4 then F = 15.43 
(2. 14a) 
(2.14b) 
(2.15) 
(2. 16a) 
(2.16b) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2. 19a) 
(2.19b) 
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Shah's original graphical correlation was compared with 780 data points from 19 experimental 
investigations. A mean deviation of 14% was found for the data using eight fluids and a wide 
range of parameters [16]. Other researchers have also tested this correlation against their 
experimental data and have found similar results. These results are summarized in [17]. 
Kandlikar [18] also developed a general correlation for predicting the two-phase flow 
boiling heat transfer coefficient in horizontal and vertical tubes. The two-phase heat transfer 
coefficient was found to vary with the convection and Froude numbers, the single-phase heat 
transfer coefficient, hi', and a fluid specific term, Ffl. For CFC-12, the fluid specific term has a 
numerical value of 2.10. Kandlikar's correlation for horizontal flow is 
For Co < 0.5, 
For Co ~ 0.5, 
C1 = 1.1360 
C2 = -0.9 
C3 = 667.2 
C4 = 0.7 
C1 = 0.6683 
C2 = -0.2 
C3 = 1058 
C4 = 0.7 
(2.20) 
In this correlation, Kandlikar uses an additive mechanism for nucleate boiling and convective heat 
transfer. Fluids tested include water, refrigerants, and cryogenic fluids. The mean deviation for 
all the data sets considered was 17.1 % and the mean deviation for Shah's data was 13.7% [18]. 
Gungor and Winterton [19] published a general correlation for flow boiling in tubes and 
annuli. Their correlation is a combination of a pool boiling term and a convective term, similar to 
correlations developed by Chen [20] for vertical tubes. These terms are both multiplied by 
correction factors. The correlation is defined as 
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hTP = E • hi + S • hob (2.21) 
The first part, or the convective tenn, is based on the Ditus-Boelter equation for single-phase heat 
transfer coefficients with the total flow considered as a liquid for Reynolds number. The nucleate 
boiling tenn is 
hob = 55 • (p*)O.12 • (- 10glO p*)-O.55 • M-O.5 • (q")O.67 (2.22) 
where p* is the reduced pressure defined as: ' M is the molecular weight, and q" is the heat flux. 
cr 
The correction tenns E and S are interconnected and defined as 
E = 1 + 24000· B01.16 + 1.37 • Xtt-O.86 (2.23) 
S = I 
1 + 1.15 • 10-6 • E2 • Re/1.17 (2.24) 
For horizontal tubes with a Froude number, Frl < 0.05, E and S are multiplied by additional 
correction factors. For E, the correction is 
Fr/O.1 - 2 • FC[) 
For S, the correction is 
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Gungor and Winterton's correlation uses over 4300 data points for water, refrigerants, and 
ethylene glycol. The data comes from twenty eight researchers, mostly for saturated boiling in 
vertical and horizontal tubes, but also includes subcooled boiling and boiling in annuli. The mean 
deviation between the measured and correlation-fitted boiling heat transfer coefficients was 
determined to be 21.4% for saturated boiling and 25.0% for subcooled boiling [19]. 
2 .3. Pressure Drop Correlations for Evaporation 
Pressure drop for two-phase flow in horizontal tubes can be written as the sum of a 
frictional tenn and a momentum tenn, vis. 
(2.25) 
For two-phase flow in evaporators, the momentum tenn is usually small in comparison to the 
frictional tenn [6]. Based on a single-phase frictional factor, f, and a two-phase frictional 
multiplier, </>, expressions for the two-phase frictional pressure gradient, <:\, can be derived in 
the following fonn: 
(2.26a) 
(2.26b) 
where 
(: )fl = the frictional pressure gradient, assuming that liquid is flowing alone in the pipe 
(: )fv = the frictional pressure gradient, assuming that vapor is flowing alone in the pipe 
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The expressions for the single-phase frictional pressure gradient mentioned above are given in 
Schlager et al. [6] and are as follows: 
(2.27a) 
dP 2 • fv • 0 2 • x2 • v v (dzhv = D (2.27b) 
where fZ and fv are single-phase friction factors, 0 is the mass flux, x is the quality, and v is the 
specific volume. For turbulent flow, the friction factors are defined as 
and 
f _ 0.046 
v - Re 0.2 
v 
where Rez' is defined by Eq. 2.12 and Rev is defined as 
(2.28a) 
(2.28b) 
(2.29) 
Two models have been developed for two-phase flow pressure drop: the homogeneous 
flow model and the separated flow model. In the homogeneous flow model, the liquid and vapor 
velocities are assumed to be equal and average flow properties of each phase are used in the 
correlations [21]. In the separated flow model, the vapor and liquid velocities are assumed to flow 
at different velocities. Empirical correlations are used to relate the two-phase flow friction factor to 
the independent flow variables [6]. 
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Lockhart and Martinelli [22] used the separated flow model and developed a relationship 
based on a single parameter, X, between the pressure drop of the liquid and the pressure drop of 
the vapor. This relationship was based on steam-water data. The parameter, X, was defined as 
(2.30) 
The constants, m, n, Ct, and Cv depend on whether the respective flow is laminar or turbulent. 
For evaporation, the flow is generally turbulent for both phases and X is replaced by Xtt. Using 
the appropriate values for the constants, the expression for the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter 
becomes Eq. 2.8. Lockhart and Martinelli developed charts to correlate two-phase friction 
multipliers <1>/ and <l>v to Xtt. Soliman et al. [23] proposed a curve fit of this information for <l>vas 
follows: 
<l>v = 1 + 2.85 • XttO.523 (2.31) 
Pierre [24] published a correlation for two-phase frictional pressure drop using the 
homogeneous model. This correlation was based on evaporation of CFC-12 and HCFC-22 in 
horizontal tubes. In this correlation, pressure drop is related to the friction factor by the boiling 
number, K, defined in Eq. 2.4. The friction factor is 
(2.32) 
The pressure drop from point I to point 2 with qualities Xl and x2, respectively, is calculated by 
~P 
T [f+ 
(X2-XI)eD] Y 
= eG2e-D 
where the average specific volume of the mixture, Y, is defined as 
- i (1 - i) 
v = - +--->--~ 
Pv PI 
and overbars represent average quantities. 
2.4. Single-Tube Evaporation Test Facility Designs 
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(2.33) 
(2.34) 
In addition to reviewing heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop correlations in the 
literature, single-tube evaporation test facility designs presented in the literature were also 
-
reviewed. Different aspects of these test facilities were used to design the single-tube evaporation 
test facility built at the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Center. Test facility designs were 
reviewed for test section development, refrigerant condenser systems, and refrigerant loop 
components. 
There are two types of test sections for single-tube evaporation test facilities: refrigerant-
water concentric-tube heat exchangers and electrical resistance heated tubes. Pierre [24], Altman et 
al.[11], and Schlager et al. [25] used refrigerant-water concentric-tube heat exchangers. Although 
the test section geometry was the same for these three experiments, temperature measurements 
were different for each. Pierre measured temperatures with thermocouples soldered onto the outer 
tube (water tube) and measured average heat transfer coefficients using a heat balance on the heat 
exchanger. A single-phase water heat transfer coefficient correlation was to determine the surface 
temperature of the refrigerant tube. Altman measured temperatures with thermocouples embedded 
in the inner tube (refrigerant tube) and measured local heat transfer coefficients. Schlager 
measured temperatures at the inlet and outlet of the refrigerant and water loops using 
thermocouples and measured average heat transfer coefficients. Schlager also used a single-phase 
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water heat transfer coefficient correlation to determine the surface temperature of the refrigerant 
tube. 
Chaddock and Noerager [14] and Gouse and Dickson [26] used resistance heating for their 
test section heat input. Chaddock and Noerager used a electrically heated stainless steel tube with 
thermocouples attached to the outside surface of the tube. Gouse and Dickson used glass tubes 
with electric resistance heating film deposited on the outer surface and inner surface of the tube 
with thermocouples attached to the outside surface of the tube. 
To remove the heat input to the refrigerant from the test section, a condenser system is used 
to condense and subcool the refrigerant. From the designs reviewed, the refrigerant in the test loop 
is either directly coupled to an evaporator of a secondary refrigerant system or coupled with an 
ethylene glycol-water loop. For the latter, the ethylene glycol-water loop is then connected to a 
commercial refrigeration system. 
In addition to the test section and condenser, refrigerant test loops have a few other key 
features. For single-tube evaporation test facilities, most designs do not use a full refrigeration 
system composed of an evaporator, compressor, condenser, and expansion device. In most 
systems, the compressor and expansion device are removed and replaced by a pump. Large 
pressure differences between the test section evaporator and after condenser are eliminated. More 
importantly, oil necessary to lubricate the compressor is not needed in these types of systems and 
tests can be conducted in a pure refrigerant environment. Many previous experiments do not use 
variable speed pumps and instead use bypass valves to control the mass flowrate of the refrigerant. 
A boiler or refrigerant preheater is used to heat the refrigerant from the subcooled region to a 
certain quality which is to be maintained at the inlet of the test section. A receiver is also used in 
the refrigerant loop to accommodate different loading conditions of the test section which results in 
a fluctuating charge of refrigerant. Finally, data acquisition varies from recording data by hand to 
the use of dataloggers to the use of computer data acquisition. 
In the sections to follow, the final design of the horizontal, single-tube test facility is 
presented. Included in these sections are discussions on the test section, refrigerant loop, and 
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chiller system. Instrumentation for temperature, pressure, flow, and power are also examined 
along with the computer data acquisition system. 
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CHAPTER 3 
TEST APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTATION 
A single-tube evaporation test apparatus fabricated for the Air Conditioning and 
Refrigeration Center (ACRC) at the University of lllinois at Urbana-Champaign is described in this 
chapter. The horizontal test section, chiller system, refrigerant loop components, void fraction 
measuring device, instrumentation, and data acquisition system are included in this description. 
Measurement of the power input to the test section, the surface temperature distribution along the 
test section tube, and fluid temperatures at the inlet and outlet of the test section are the main points 
of the test section design. Design of the chiller system, which removes the heat input from the 
refrigerant loop, includes a cascading system consisting of an ethylene glycol-water loop and a 
R-502 refrigeration loop exchanging its heat with the municipal water supply. The void fraction 
measuring system is a newly designed experimental device that utilizes quick-closing valves in a 
constant volume container, heat input,and pressure/temperature measurements to provide an 
. estimation of void fraction at the exit of the test section. Selection of temperature, pressure, 
flowrate, and watt transducers is reviewed and an accuracy estimation for each measurement is 
included. These instruments are integrated with a computer-controlled data acquisition system 
which is discussed in detail. 
3.1. Test Apparatus 
The test apparatus is designed to examine the heat transfer characteristics of the horizontal, 
single-tube evaporator. A pump is used to circulate the refrigerant around the loop, therefore 
eliminating the need for a compressor, condenser, and expansion device. This also allows testing 
capabilities in a pure refrigeration environment without the oil from a compressor. Two major 
objectives in the design of the single-tube evaporator test apparatus are flexibility and measurement 
accuracy. The following sections describe how the test facilities meet these objectives. 
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3.1.1. Refrigerant Loop Components 
The main components of the refrigerant flow loop are a variable speed pump, a circulation 
heater, a horizontal, single-tube test section, a chiller, a void fraction measuring device, and a 
receiver. A schematic and a photograph of the refrigerant loop are shown in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2, 
respectively. Figure 3.3 is a top view schematic of the entire apparatus and shows the location of 
the refrigerant loop in relation to the chiller system and data acquisition system. 
Piping consists of 3/8-inch (9.53 mm) nominal, 1I2-inch (12.7 mm) 0.0. copper and 
stainless steel tubing. Stainless steel tubing connects the pump with the preheater. Stainless steel 
tubing is used in this section to prevent several possible points of corrosion between the copper 
tubing and the stainless steel connections of the pump, flowmeter, and preheater. The rest of the 
refrigerant loop consists of copper tubing. The test section consists of 3/8-inch (9.53 mm) 
nominal, type K copper tubing. This tubing has a thickness of 0.049 inches (1.25 mm) and an 
internal diameter of 0.402 inches (10.21 mm). Type M copper tubing is used in the rest of the 
refrigerant loop and has an internal diameter of 0.460 inches 01.68 mm). Connections between 
tubing and components consist mainly of compression fittings along with several brazed fittings. 
Several plug and ball valves are located around the refrigerant loop. These valves combined with 
the compression fittings allow key components to be isolated for routine maintenance and repairs. 
Liquid refrigerant from the 18 Ibm (8.16 kg) receiver is drawn through the sight gauge and 
filter by a variable speed, positive displacement gear pump manufactured by MicroPump. The 
pump is capable of producing volumetric flow rates from 0.0 to 1.0 gallons per minute (0.0 to 
3.79 liters per minute). A single-turn potentiometer controls the speed o(the pump manually. The 
pump moves the refrigerant through a dryer and through a positive displacement flowmeter 
manufactured by Max Machinery, Inc. The flowmeter bypass is used during transient periods or 
when the refrigerant is not completely in the liquid phase. A more detailed discussion of the 
flowmeter is given in Sec. 3.2.6. 
After the flowmeter section, the refrigerant proceeds through another sight gauge and can 
be heated from the subcooled liquid region to the saturated regionasit passes through a 0 to 
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31,000 Btu/hr (0 to 9.0 kW), SCR-controlled, circulation heater (preheater) manufactured by 
Watlow. This preheater is capable of providing superheat conditions at its exit except for test runs 
at very high flowrates (greater than 0.72 gallons per minute or 2.73 liters per minute). The inlet 
quality condition for the test section is set by the SCR-controlled heat input from the preheater. 
Next, the two-phase refrigerant moves through another sight gauge and into the eight-foot 
(2.44 m) long, horizontal, single-tube test section. Surface-wrapped, SCR-controlled heaters 
manufactured by Minco provide the heat input to the test section. These heaters can provide from 0 
to 8,400 Btu/hr (0 to 2.5 kW) of power which will increase the quality of the two-phase refrigerant 
through the test section. The test section is instrumented with thermocouples to measure surface 
temperature and RID probes to measure the bulk fluid temperature. A differential pressure 
transducer measures the pressure drop through the test section. A more detailed discussion of the 
test section design is given in Sec. 3.1.2. 
After the two-phase refrigerant leaves the test section, it moves into the void fraction 
measuring section. The void fraction measuring system is a newly design experimental device that 
utilizes quick-closing valves in a constant volume container, heat input, and pressure and 
temperature measurements to provide an estimation of the void fraction at the exit of the test 
section. A more detailed discussion is given in Sec. 3.1.4. 
The last major component in the refrigerant loop is the chiller system. It has a maximum 
heat removal rate of 60,000 Btu/hr (17.5 kW) system. The chiller removes the heat provided to the 
refrigerant from the preheater and test section and further subcools the refrigerant. The cooling is 
directly provided to the refrigerant through an ethylene glycol-water coolant loop. A more detailed 
discussion of the chiller system is provided in Sec. 3.1.3. 
After the chiller, the subcooled refrigerant moves back into the receiver or can be directed 
back to the pump through the receiver bypass. In addition to the components described, several 
RID probeSoand absolute pressure transducers are located throughout the system to monitor the 
various refrigerant conditions. Heat input from the pre heater and test section heaters are measured 
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with 0 - 10 VDC Ohio Semitronics watt transducers. Several pressure relief valves set at 150 psia 
(1 MPa) are located throughout the refrigerant loop for safety considerations. 
3.1.2. Horizontal, Single-Tube Test Section 
The fIrst set of experiments with this test facility are being conducted with an instrumented, 
eight foot (2.44 m) long, 0.402-inch (10.21 mm) inside diameter evaporation test section equipped 
with SCR-controlled, surface wrapped heaters. Schematics of the test section are shown in Figs. 
3.4 through 3.6. The test section is made of 3/8-inch nominal (9.53 mm), type K copper tubing. 
The test section is connected to the rest of the refrigerant loop with compression fIttings. The test 
section and preheater can easily be isolated from the rest of the system using the plug and ball 
valves for changes to the confIguration. 
There are eight, surface-wrapped heaters with dimensions 1.50 inches wide by 12.0 inches 
long (38 mm x 305 mm) providing heat to the test section. A photograph of the heaters is given 
in Fig. 3.7. The surface heaters are electrically controlled using SCR-controllers. Electrical strip 
heaters were chosen as the heat source for several reasons. They provide an easy power 
adjustment over a wide range and accurate heat transfer rates can be obtained by measuring the 
electrical power input. Kapton insulated strip heaters were chosen for its ability to withstand high 
heat fluxes. Each heater provides between 0 to 1050 Btu/hr (0 and 309 watts) of power to the test 
section. The maximum power to the test section is 8400 Btulhr (2.5 kW). The surface-wrapped 
heaters are mounted longitudinally with Minco self-adhering stretch tape around the l/2-inch (12.7 
mm) outside diameter tube. The circumference of the tube is approximately 1.57 inches (40 mm), 
while the width of the heaters is 1.50 inches (38 mm). 
The test section is divided into three separate regions. Each region's power input is 
controlled by a separate SCR-controller and is monitored by a separate watt transducer. The SCR-
controllers in regions 1 and 2 of the test section control three heaters while the SCR-controller in 
region 3 controls 2 strip heaters. With the ability to control the power input to the test section, 
effects of both small and large quality changes on heat transfer and pressure drop in the test section 
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can be examined. These effects can then be related to flow regime changes in the refrigerant. A 
more detailed description of the power instrumentation for the test section is given in Sec. 3.2.2. 
Temperature of the bulk fluid is measured at the inlet and outlet of the test section using 
100 n RID probes. RIDs are chosen for their accuracy over the temperature ranges studied. 
There is a distance of 30 inches (762 mm) or 60 tube diameters between the inlet RID probe and 
the beginning of the fIrst surface-wrapped heater which provides a hydrodynamic entry region. 
Bulk fluid temperatures for local heat transfer coefficient calculations are determined by 
interpolation between the inlet and outlet bulk fluid temperatures. 
Surface temperature measurements are made using twelve, type T thermocouples which are 
mounted to the outside surface of the copper tube in the 0.07-inch (2 mm) gap left by the heaters 
with thermally conductive epoxy. Thermocouples were selected due to their small size and 
accuracy over the temperature range studied. The thermocouples are mounted at the top of the 
horizontal tube. Radial conduction calculations show that the temperature at the outside surface of 
the tube is within 0.18 OF (0.1 OC) of the inside surface temperature of the tube which is used to 
directly calculate the heat transfer coeffIcient. Also, it is assumed that there is a negligible 
temperature difference between the surface temperature directly under the wrapped heater and the 
temperature measured in the circumferential gap between the sides of each heater because of the 
high thermal conductivity and thick walls of the copper tubing. A more detailed discussion of the 
temperature instrumentation is given in Sec. 3.2.1. 
A differential pressure transducer is also connected between the inlet and outlet of the test 
section to measure pressure drop. Quarter-inch (6.4 mm) O.D. copper tubing connects the 
pressure tap locations to the differential pressure transducer. This tubing fIrst loops approximately 
12 inches (305 mm) above the test section to prevent error due to a liquid head from being 
incorporated into the pressure drop measurement. 
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3.1.3. Chiller System 
To remove the heat input from the preheater and test section heaters and return the two-
phase refrigerant to a subcooled state, a commercial, ethylene glycol-water based chiller system 
was designed with a maximum heat removal rate of 60,000 Btu/hr (17.5 kW) at approximately 
35 OF (2 OC). It is a cascading system composed of an ethylene glycol-water loop and a R-502 
refrigeration system directly coupled with the municipal water supply. A schematic and 
photograph of the chiller system are shown in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9. 
After the refrigerant leaves the test section, it moves into the shell portion of a shell and 
tube heat exchanger called the after-condenser. The working fluid in the tubing portion of the 
after-condenser is a 60% ethylene glycol-water solution. It moves from a storage tank through its 
loop at a maximum volumetric flowrate of approximately 14.5 gallons per minute (55 liters per 
minute). The flowrate of the ethylene glycol-water solution is controlled by a three-way valve. 
Heat rate removal from 6,000 to 60,000 Btu/hr (0.5 to 5.0 kW) can be maintained in the after-
condenser. The storage tank regulates the temperature of the ethylene glycol-water solution and 
prevents the chiller from short cycling. The storage tank is designed so that the temperature 
variation is within ±2 OF (1.1 OC) of the set point. A second pump to the ethylene glycol-water 
loop has been added to aid in circulation at low set point temperatures due to the increased viscosity 
of the ethylene glycol. A chiller control panel is mounted on the front of the apparatus. It monitors 
and controls the set point temperature, turns the pumps in the ethylene glycol-water loop on and 
off, and sets the maximum heat removal rate of the chiller by changing the expansion valve on the 
R-502100p. One expansion valve is used for low temperature set points (below -15 OF or -26 OC) 
while another expansion valve is used for higher temperature set points. Larger heat removal rates 
are possible at the higher temperatures. Heat removal rate decreases exponentially as the set point 
temperature of the ethylene glycol-water loop decreases. Additional control of the heat removal 
rate of the chiller is provided by adjusting the three-way valve. A photograph of the chiller control 
panel is shown in Fig. 3.10. 
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The ethylene glycol-water loop exchanges its heat with the evaporator of a R-502 
refrigeration loop. The R-502 exchanges its heat gain from the evaporator and the power input 
from the compressor to municipal water in its condenser. The maximum volumetric flowrate of the 
municipal water supply is approximately 9 gallons per minute (34 liters per minute) and is capable 
of removing 90,000 B tu/hr (26.4 kW) of heat from the chiller system. The flowrate of the 
municipal water is controlled by a two-way valve just before the inlet to the chiller system 
condenser. 
To determine the heat removal rate of the chiller, the ethylene glycol-water loop is 
instrumented with a turbine flowmeter and two, 100 n RTD probes, which are located at the inlet 
and outlet of the after-condenser. More detailed discussions of the flow and temperature 
instrumentation are given in Secs. 3.2.5 and 3.2.1, respectively. 
3.1.4. Void Fraction Measuring Device 
To provide an experimental caJculation of void fraction from the exit of the test section, a 
void fraction measuring device was designed. A schematic of the void fraction measuring device is 
given in Fig. 3.11. As the two-phase refrigerant leaves the test section, it moves into a vertical 
section of tubing as can be seen from Fig. 3.1. A sample of refrigerant is trapped using a quick-
closing valve technique inside a constant volume section of tubing. The temperature and pressure 
of the two-phase refrigerant are recorded. This defines the saturation temperature and pressure but 
does not determine the exact state since the mass of the refrigerant sample trapped is not known. 
Using an electrically-wrapped heater around the outside of the tube, the refrigerant is heated out of 
the two-phase region. After checking the thermodynamic table to make sure the heated refrigerant 
is out of the two-phase region, the temperature and pressure are again recorded. The temperature 
and pressure of the refrigerant defines a state which can then be determined from thermodynamic 
tables. The constant specific volume line passing through this state can then be followed back into 
the two-phase region to the saturated temperature and pressure location that was recorded before 
the refrigerant was heated. With this two-phase state defined, the void fraction of the refrigerant 
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can be detennined. Demonstration of this device will be perfonned in future work and results will 
not be reported in this thesis. 
3.2. Instrumentation and Data Acquisition 
Several operating conditions must be examined during a test run. Bulk fluid temperatures, 
test section surface temperatures, absolute fluid pressures, differential fluid pressures, flowrates, 
and electrical power inputs need to be monitored and recorded continuously. Figure 3.12 is a 
schematic diagram of the data acquisition system which is used to monitor and record these 
parameters. Strawberry Tree™ data acquisition cards and terminal panels represent the main 
components of this system. Thennocouples are connected to T2l terminal panel isothennal block 
connections. RTD probes are connected to the T55 tenninal panels. These panels have a set of 
resistors that provide signal conditioning for the RTDs. Signals from other sensors are transmitted 
through analog input ports as voltages or currents on the T5l tenninal panels. Data acquisition 
cards located inside the Macintosh II computer convert these analog signals into numbers in the 
computer using analog-to-digital conversion. These data acquisition cards can also send analog 
output signals which can be transmitted through the T5l or T55 tenninal panels. Figure 3.13 is a 
photograph of the data acquisition system. A more detailed discussion of the data acquisition 
system is given in Sec. 3.2.6. 
3.2.1. Temperature Instrumentation 
Three types of temperature measurements are required: (1) bulk refrigerant temperatures, 
(2) test section surface temperatures, and (3) bulk ethylene glycol-water solution temperatures. 
The bulk fluid temperatures are measured with three-wire, 100 n Omega resistance temperature 
detector (RTDs) probes connected to the T55 panel of the Strawberry Tree™ tenninal panel. 
RTDs change resistance with temperature. The RIDs used have the European linearity correction 
value (a) of 0.00385. The RIDs chosen are made of platinum because it is highly stable and its 
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resistance change with temperature is linear. The T55 terminal panel has a set resistors for signal 
conditioning of platinum RIDs. Figure 3.14 shows the wiring diagram for three-wire RIDs. 
The test section surface temperatures are measured with type T copper-constantan 
thermocouples. Thermocouples put out a voltage proportional to the temperature difference 
between two separate metal junctions and require compensation of the reference or cold junction to 
measure absolute temperature [27]. The T21 terminal panel has an isothermal temperature block 
that maintains the thermocouple connections at the same temperature. Data acquisition system 
software corrects for the nonlinearity of the thermocouples. 
The RID probes measure the bulk fluid temperature at various locations around the 
refrigerant loop and ethylene glycol-water solution loop as indicated by Figs. 3.1 and 3.8, 
respectively. This includes measurement of the bulk refrigerant temperature at the inlet of the 
preheater, the inlet to the test section, and the outlet of the test section. 
Twelve thermocouples measure the surface temperature of the eight-foot (2.44 m) test 
section. Two thermocouples are mounted per foot (0.3 m) along the first four feet (1.2 m) of the 
test section, and one thermocouple is mounted per foot (0.3 m) along the last four feet (1.2 m) of 
the test section. Figure 3.15 shows the location of each thermocouple on the test section. 
Thermocouples were fixed with thermally conductive epoxy applied to the outside surface of the 
copper tubing. In accordance with Ref. 28, thermocouple lead wires are routed along the surface 
of the tube for several bead diameters. This will prevent heat conduction within the thermocouple 
wire from creating a fin effect and influencing the measurements. All the thermocouples and RIDs 
were calibrated in an ice bath before being placed in the test apparatus. During a typical test run, 
after the refrigerant has reached a steady-state temperature within the test section and before the 
wrapped heaters are turned on, the thermocouples and RIDs in the test section are calibrated to the 
temperature of the test section outlet bulk fluid temperature RID, which was determined to be the 
most accurate RID through ice bath testing. The accuracy of the RIDs and thermocouples is 
±0.36 OF (±O.2 DC). 
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3.2.2. Heater Instrumentation 
Two types of electrical heat input are required: (1) electrical heat input to the preheater and 
(2) electrical heat input to the test section. Both electrical heat inputs are SCR-controlled. The 
preheater power is controlled by one SCR-controller while the test section is divided up into three 
regions with each region's power controlled by a separate SCR-controller. The SCR power 
controllers are made by Halmar and are zero-crossover fired. The zero-crossover fired SCRs 
operate in a series of full ON and OFF cycles known as time proportional burst firing. The time 
proportional control accepts the control output signal from the computer data acquisition system 
and converts it into a time proportional signal, determining the amount of ON time and OFF time 
per duty cycle. The continuous rate of full ON and OFF cycles produces a smooth power output to 
the load (the heaters) and a stable process temperature [29]. Figure 3.16 shows some examples of 
time proportional burst firing for a fixed time base of one second. 
Halmar SCR-controllers use a variable time base. For example, operating on a fixed time 
base of one-third second (20 cycles), a 50% duty cycle would mean that the SCR would be on for 
10 cycles and off for 10 cycles. For a variable time base, a 50% duty cycle would mean that the 
SCR would be on for one cycle and off for one cycle. For a 75% duty cycle, the fixed time based 
SCR would be on for 15 cycles and off for 5 cycles while the variable time based SCR would be 
on for three cycles and off for one cycle. The benefits of variable time based control over fixed 
time base control is that it provides better control resolution and less thermal shock to the load [29]. 
The test section has three separate SCR-controllers. Each region's power input is 
controlled by a separate SCR-controller and is monitored by a separate watt transducer. The SCR-
controllers in regions 1 and 2 of the test section control three strip heaters while the SCR-controller 
in region 3 controls 2 strip heaters. This arrangement allows the test section power to be divided 
up into three different regions. By varying the power to each region, a constant temperature 
boundary condition can be closely simulated in the test section in addition to the constant heat flux 
boundary condition established when all the strip heaters are providing the same heat rate. 
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The duty cycle of an individual SCR-controller is set by a 4-20 rnA signal sent from one of 
the analog output channels of the data acquisition system. Each SCR controls the power input to 
either the preheater or one of the three sets of test section strip heaters. Halmar model 100Z-C 
SCRs control the heat input to region 1 and region 2 of the test section and to the preheater. 
Halmar model LZFl SCR controls the heat input to region 3 of the test section. Each model has an 
accuracy of ±1 percent of the control signal input versus output power. 
Three, Ohio Semitronics Model EW5-1B watt transducers monitor the power input to the 
test section strip heaters. One watt transducer monitors the power for each region in the test 
section. These watt transducers produce output signals of 1 VDC for every 341 Btu/hr (100 watts) 
of power. An Ohio Semitronics Model PC5-49D watt transducer monitors the power input to the 
preheater. This watt transducer produces output signals of 1 VDC for every 3,412 Btu/hr (1,000 
watts) of power. The accuracy of both types of watt transducers is ±0.2 percent of reading 
accuracy. The preheater wiring arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.17. The test section wiring 
arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.18. 
The percent average voltage output versus input signal of the SCR-controllers is not linear. 
For example, a 12 rnA signal sent by the computer to a given SCR does not produce a 50 percent 
power duty cycle but actually produces approximately a 57 percent power duty cycle. Figure 3.19 
shows the linearity curve of the SCR-controllers. In addition, the output voltage signals from the 
watt transducers fluctuate due to the on/off nature of the SCR control. Proportional control of the 
output voltage signals of each watt transducer to the milliamp input signal of its corresponding 
SCR-controller and averaging the output voltage signals of each watt transducer over a period of 
10 seconds significantly reduces this fluctuation. 
3.2.3. Pressure Instrumentation 
Four absolute pressure measurements and one differential pressure measurement are taken 
around the refrigerant loop: (1) absolute pressure after the chiller, (2) absolute pressure after the 
circulating pump, (3) differential pressure across the test section, (4) absolute pressure after the test 
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section, and (5) absolute pressure in the quality measurement apparatus. BEC 0 to 50 psig (0 to 
450 kPa) pressure transducers were selected for absolute pressure measurement in the refrigerant 
loop. A Setra 0 to 1,000 psia (0 to 6.9 MPa) pressure transducer was selected for absolute 
pressure measurement in the quality measuring section. A Sensotec 0 to 5 psid (0 to 35 kPa) 
pressure transducer was selected for the differential pressure transducer measurement across the 
test section. The signals from the pressure transducers are sent to the computer through 4-20 rnA 
signals. 
Accuracy for the BEC pressure transducers is ±O.30 percent of full scale or ±O.15 psia 
(±1.0 kPa). Accuracy for the Setra pressure transducer is ±O.l1 percent or 1.1 psia (±8 kPa). 
Accuracy for the Sensotec differential pressure transducer is ±O.25 percent of full scale or ±O.0125 
psid (±O.09 kPa). Other data acquisition errors reduce the overall accuracy of the BEC transducers 
to ±O.16 psia (±1.1O kPa), the Setra transducer to ±1.2 psia (±8 kPa), and the Sensotec transducer 
to ±0.013 psid (0.09 kPa). 
3.2.4. Flowrate Instrumentation 
Two types offlowrate instrumentation are used in the apparatus: (1) a positive displacement 
flowmeter in the refrigerant loop and (2) a turbine flowmeter in the ethylene glycol-water loop. A 
Max Machinery model 214 positive displacement flowmeter is used. In the positive displacement 
flowmeter, the fluid pressure sets four radial pistons into motion. A known, fixed volume of 
liquid is displaced in the cylinder. The motion of the oscillating pistons causes a crankshaft to 
rotate, which is magnetically coupled to an electronic analog voltage transmitter. A Max Machinery 
series 272 transmitter produces a 0-10 VDC output proportional to the flowrate. The flowmeter 
can measure flowrates of 0 to 1.0 gallons per minute (0 to 3.8 liters per minute). The positive 
displacement flowmeter and associated instrumentation has an accuracy of 1.0 percent of the full 
scale reading. Figure 3.20 shows the linearity curve and K-factor for the flowmeter based on a 
factory calibration. The K-factor relates the output voltage signal to its corresponding flowrate. 
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A model FI'-16 Flow Technology, Inc., turbine flowmeter was selected to measure the 
flowrate of the ethylene glycol-water solution in the chiller system. A turbine flowmeter turns a 
multi-bladed rotor whose speed is a direct function of the flowrate. It is magnetically coupled to a 
Flow Technology, Inc., CA03 amplifier which produces a pulse output proportional to the 
flowrate. The viscosity of the 60 percent ethylene glycol-water solution is highly dependent on 
temperature and affects the calibration of the flowmeter. Taking this into consideration, the turbine 
flowmeter was calibrated at viscosities of 13, 19, and 82 centistokes to cover the viscosity range of 
the 60 percent ethylene glycol-water solution. These viscosities correspond to temperatures of 30, 
10, and -10 of (-1, -12, and -23 OC), respectively. Tables 3.1 through 3.3 show the factory 
calibration record for the three temperatures. The flowmeter can measure flowrates of 0 to 15 
gallons per minute (0 to 57 liters per minute). Accuracy of the flowmeter is ±1.0 percent of the full 
scale reading. 
3.2.5. Data Acquisition 
Figure 3.12 shows the instrumentation and data acquisition system for the single-tube 
evaporator test apparatus. This system sends analog output control signals to the refrigerant loop 
heaters and receives analog input signals from temperature, pressure, flowrate, and watt 
transducers. Signals from the various transducers are sent through electrical wires to terminal 
panels. The terminal panels are connected to data acquisition boards through 50-wire ribbon 
connectors. The data acquisition boards control the various supply voltages and calibrations 
necessary t9 read analog inputs and send analog outputs. The data acquisition boards also provide 
the hardware/software interface between terminal panels and the programs written for the 
Macintosh II computer. 
Thermocouples that read surface temperatures of the test section tube are connected to T21 
terminal panels, which have an isothermal plate with an integral cold junction sensor. RID probes 
that measure both bulk fluid temperature of the refrigerant and the ethylene glycol-water solution 
are connected to T55 terminal panels. The T55 terminal panels have set resistors that provide 
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signal conditioning for the RIDs. Pressure transducers, flowmeters, and watt transducers are 
connected to the T51 general purpose terminal panel. Analog output signals to the refrigerant loop 
heaters are sent through the T51 and T55 panels from the data acquisition boards. 
Four data acquisition boards are located in the Nubus card slots of the Macintosh II 
computer. The ACM2-12-SA board is a twelve-bit precision board which has the capability of 
sensing eight analog inputs and. controlling 2 analog outputs. In addition, each board can sense or 
control eight digital input/outputs. Three of these boards are part of the data acquisition system. 
The other data acquisition board in the system is a ACM2-16-16 board, which is a 16-bit data 
acquisition board that has the capability of sensing sixteen analog inputs. In addition, this board 
can sense or control sixteen digital input/outputs. Pulsed output can be sensed by using the Crr3 
counter/timer on each of the data acquisition boards. 
Two types of software have been developed to display and record the data from the data 
acquisition hardware: (1) a program written by Strawberry Tree™ called "Analog Connection 
Workbench™" and (2) a TurboPascal program utilizing the graphics capabilities of the Macintosh 
ll. "Analog Connection Workbench TM" is an icon driven program that uses a computer worksheet 
to read analog inputs and sent analog output signals. By connecting icons together, this program 
can perform many data acquisition and control functions. 
Although the "Workbench™" program does a good job of performing data acquisition and 
control functions, it can only perform a limited number of calculations and does not have graphics 
capabilities. However, using the Strawberry Tree TM "Adrive" program, which is a driver program 
that interfaces to the analog cards and checks the hardware installation, programs can be written in 
several different computer languages (such as TurboPascal) that can be customized to provide 
additional online calculations and graphics. For the single-tube evaporator, a data acquisition 
program was written in TurboPascai. Appendix B gives a listing of the computer program. The 
TurboPascal program provides a graphical display of the refrigerant loop and can show 
temperatures, pressures, and flowrates at their specific location in the loop in either English or SI 
units using a mouse-driven toggle function. Analog output signals to the refrigerant loop heaters 
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can be sent by using the mouse to click into the appropriate test section or preheater control panel 
box. Opening, saving, and closing data output files are also controlled by the mouse. This 
program will be used in the future as the basis for a more sophisticated program that can calculate 
online parameters such as heat transfer coefficients, qualities, and heat removal rates in the system. 
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Figure 3.2. Refrigerant Loop Photograph 
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Figure 3.7. Test Section Strip Heater Photograph 
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Figure 3.17. Preheater Wiring Diagram 
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Table 3.1. Turbine Flowmeter Calibration Record: 30 OF 
Freguency Flow Rate K-Factor Viscosity 
(Hz) (gal/min) (pulses/gal) (Hz/CTS) 
554 15.40 2158 41.66 
408 11.4 7 2132 30.64 
305 8.72 2100 22.96 
230 6.71 2058 17.30 
171 5.12 1998 12.83 
128 3.97 1929 9.60 
95 3.08 1849 7.14 
71 2.43 1761 5.36 
54 1.94 1669 4.06 
38 1.47 1541 2.85 
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Table 3.2. Turbine Flowmeter Calibration Record: 10 OF 
Frequency Flow Rate K-Factor Viscosity 
(Hz) (gal/min) (pulses/gal) (Hz/CTS) 
562 15.85 2127 29.11 
409 11.73 2094 21.21 
305 8.94 2046 15.79 
230 6.93 1988 11.90 
170 ' 5.33 1914 8.82 
128 4.20 1837 6.66 
96 3.29 1747 4.97 
54 2.08 1544 2.77 
40 1.68 . 1435 2.08 
32 1.44 1352 1.68 
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Table 3.3. Turbine Flowmeter Calibration Record: -10 OF 
Frequency Flow Rate K-Factor Viscosity 
(Hz) (gal/min) (pulses/gal) (Hz/CTS) 
475 15.55 1832 5.78 
341 11.83 1728 4.15 
248 9.17 1621 3.02 
180 7.17 1504 2.19 
128 5.59 1377 1.56 
94 4.47 1261 1.14 
68 3.57 1137 0.82 
49 2.88 1016 0.59 
35 2.32 900 0.42 
16 1.46 665 0.20 
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CHAPTER 4 
SYSTEM PREPARATION, START-UP, AND OPERATION 
After the single-tube evaporator apparatus was assembled, it was necessary to put the 
system through several preparations and start-up procedures before it could be properly operated. 
These included purging, evacuating, charging, and leak detection of the refrigerant loop. These 
processes are examined in Sec. 4.1. Section 4.2 discusses some of the general steps used during 
the start-up and operation of the system. Also included in this section are the conditions and 
criteria used in performing and accepting a test run. 
4. 1. System Preparation 
Before the system could be operated, the refrigeration loop first had to be purged using 
compressed air to remove any particles or contaminants in the system. Next, the refrigeration loop 
was closed and evacuated using a vacuum pump to dehydrate the system. The system was then 
charged with compressed air to 80 psia (550 kPa) and a soapy water solution was used to check 
each of the fittings and connections in the refrigeration loop for leaks. Bubble formation around 
the fitting or connection indicated that a leak was present. Fittings or connections were then 
tightened or replaced until bubble formation of the soapy water solution ceased. The system was 
then evacuated again using a vacuum pump and the system was charged with CFC-12 gas to 
80 psia (550 kPa). A General Electric electronic leak detector was used to check each of the 
fittings and connections for leak~. Elimination of leaks was a tedious and difficult process. Leaks 
were corrected by tightening or replacing ferrules in the compression fittings, applying teflon tape 
to threaded connections, or applying blue leak lock to the compression fittings and connections. 
Some connections were soldered or welded when the above methods did not work. 
After the electronic leak detector stopped indicating leaks in the system, the refrigeration 
loop was again purged using compressed air and evacuated using a vacuum pump for a period of 
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twenty four hours. The system maintained the vacuum and was subsequently charged with 
approximately forty-five Ibm (20 kg) of CFC-12. 
4.2. System Start-Up and Operation 
Once the system was charged, initial system testing was undertaken to ensure that all of the 
components and instrumentation were in proper working order. The computer data acquisition 
system was turned on and determined to be functional for both analog input and analog output 
applications. The refrigerant loop pump was turned on and CFC-12 was circulated around the 
loop. The chiller system was turned on and was able to achieve the desired set point temperature in 
the ethylene glycol-water solution storage tank. Both the preheater and test section heaters were 
turned on and the watt transducers indicated that the heaters worked properly. Temperature, 
pressure, and flow instrumentation was determined to be in working order. 
During an experimental test run, a certain refrigerant temperature at the inlet to the test 
section needs to be maintained. For the initial system testing, this temperature was decided to be 
40 of (4.4 OC). To achieve this temperature, the chiller system was turned on with the set point 
temperature of the ethylene glycol-water solution at 30 OF (-1.1 OC). In addition to test section 
refrigerant temperature, the flowrate of the refrigerant must be set to achieve an appropriate test 
section mass flux. This is done by observing the flowrate from the positive displacement 
flowmeter, which is shown on the data acquisition system computer screen, and adjusting the 
pump speed accordingly through its manually-operated potentiometer. Next, a certain inlet quality 
needs to be maintained at the inlet to the test section. This is controlled by sending the SCR-
controlled preheater a 4 to 20 rnA signal through the analog output capabilities of the data 
acquisition system. Finally, a certain heat flux needs to be maintained in the test section. This is 
controlled by sending each of the test section SCR-controlled heaters a 4 to 20 rnA signal through 
the analog output capabilities of the data acquisition system. Inlet quality to the test section and 
change in quality through the test section are determined from energy balances of system 
components and will be discussed in Chap. 6. 
• 
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The temperature of the refrigerant in the test section is controlled by adjusting the set point 
temperature in the ethylene glycol-water solution storage tank of the chiller system. When the 
preheater and test section heaters are turned on, both the refrigerant loop pressure and temperature 
rise. To maintain the desired test section refrigerant temperature, the chiller system set point is 
decreased. The set point temperature of the chiller system varies depending on the experimental 
conditions being run. In addition to the set point temperature of the chiller, the ethylene glycol-
water solution control valve can vary the amount of heat removed by the after-condenser. The 
three-way control valve, as shown in Fig. 3.8, allows some of the ethylene glycol-water solution 
to be bypassed around the after-condenser and reduces the heat removal rate of the after-condenser. 
Maximum heat removal rate of the chiller is determined by the expansion valve used in the R-502 
refrigeration loop. One expansion valve is used for low temperature set points (below -15 OF / -26 
OC) while another expansion valve is used for higher temperature set points. Larger heat removal 
rates are possible at higher temperatures. Heat removal rate decreases exponentially as the set point 
temperature of the ethylene glycol-water loop decreases. 
There are several criteria that must be met for an experimental test run to be accepted. First, 
the average temperature of the refrigerant in the test section must be within ±O.4 OF (±O.2 OC) of 
the desired test section refrigerant temperature. Next, the calculated inlet quality in the test section 
must be within ±O.O1 of the desired test section inlet quality_ The mass flux of the refrigerant in 
the test section must be within 10 percent of the desired test section mass flux. Lastly, the heat 
flux in the test section must be within 5 percent of the desired test section heat flux. These 
conditions must also be met when the system has achieved "steady-state." A "steady state" 
condition for the system occurs when the temperature in the test section has reached an 
approximately steady value, only varying slightly around the desired test section temperature value 
due to the cyclic operation of the chiller. 
In the chapters that follow, the test plan for baseline testing of the apparatus with CFC-12 
is first examined. This includes testing of evaporator conditions typical of both automotive air 
conditioners and household refrigerators. _ A .larger scale test plan for these evaporator conditions is 
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then outlined for HFC-134a. Data reduction techniques of experimental test runs follow. Finally, 
CFC-12 baseline test data is presented and compared to some of the correlations given in Chap. 2. 
CHAPTER S 
TEST ENVELOPE 
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This chapter examines the test envelope for baseline testing using CFC-12 and more in-
depth testing using HFC-134a. First, a brief discussion of the refrigerant-side evaporator 
operating conditions typical of automotive air conditioners and household refrigerators is given. 
Operating conditions include refrigerant evaporating temperature, refrigerant mass flux, inlet 
quality, change in quality, and surface heat flux. The change in the heat transfer characteristic and 
pressure drop inside horizontal tubes will be examined through the variation of these operating 
conditions. After this discussion for both automotive air conditioners and household refrigerators, 
the outline of the single-tube evaporator test envelope is presented for baseline testing using pure 
CFC-12 and more in-depth testing using pure HFC-134a. The CFC-12 baseline test data will be 
presented in this thesis. 
The test section is a 3/8-inch (9.53 mm) nominal, type K copper tube with an inside 
diameter of 0.402 inches (10.21 mm). Surface temperatures are measured with type T 
thermocouples attached to the outside surface of the copper tube with thermally conductive epoxy. 
Bulk fluid temperatures of the refrigerant are measured with RID probes at the inlet and outlet of 
the test section. SCR-controlled, wrapped, surface heaters provide the heat input to the test 
section. The heat input to the test section is measured with watt transducers. A differential 
pressure transducer measures the pressure drop across the test section. All transducers are 
monitored through the computer data acquisition system. Details of the test section and its 
corresponding instrumentation are given in Chap. 3. 
5. 1. Evaporator Conditions for Automotive Air Conditioners 
Automotive air conditioning systems need to provide large amounts of cooling in a short 
period of time. However, due to space limitations, the size of the equipment in an automotive air 
conditioning system is generally quite small. To provide the necessary cooling, relatively high 
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flowrates of refrigerant need to be maintained. These flowrates can be anywhere from 100 to 900 
lbmlhr (0.0126 to 0.1134 kg/s). Capacity of the evaporators generally are between 18,000 to 
30,000 Btu/hr (5 to 9 kW). Typical evaporator temperatures range from 30 to 50 OF (-1 to 10 OC). 
Quality range in an evaporator is usually between 0.20 and 1.00. To prevent slugging in the 
compressor, typical outlet conditions of an evaporator include several-degrees of superheat. 
5.2. Evaporator Conditions for Household Refrigerators 
Refrigeration systems for household refrigerators need to provide much smaller cooling 
rates than their automotive air conditioning counterparts. Mass flowrates of refrigerant in these 
systems generally range from 10 to 20 lbn/hr (1.26 to 2.52 g/s) and capacity is approximately 800 
to 1200 Btu/hr (234 to 352 W). Saturation temperature range of household refrigerator 
evaporators is generally between -15 to -5 OF (-26 to -21 OC). Quality range is similar to the range 
given for automotive air conditioner evaporators. 
5.3. Test Plan 
The CFC-12 baseline testing of the apparatus is presented in this thesis. Tests have been 
conducted at typical flowrates, heat rates and temperatures that are seen in evaporators of 
automotive air conditioners and household refrigerators. Outlined below are the 20 test runs that 
were performed. Table 5.1 gives a summary of the baseline test plan. Test run data were reduced 
using the data reduction techniques in Chap. 6. Presentation of the data and comparisons of the 
data with previous correlations developed in the literature are given in Chap. 7. Testing using 
HFC-134a will be conducted at a later date. The general test plan for HFC-134a is discussed 
below. 
Several of these operating conditions are varied in the test envelope to simulate evaporator 
conditions typical for automotive air conditioners. Mass flux, heat flux, and inlet quality are used 
as independent variables. Table 5.1 shows the specific tests conducted for CFC-12 baseline 
testing for typical conditions of automotive air conditioner evaporators. A fixed temperature of 
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40 of (4.4 OC) has been chosen as the saturation temperature of the single-tube evaporator. 
Starting at a fixed inlet quality of 20 percent, mass flux is varied from 100,000 to 400,000 
Ibmfhr-ft2 (135 to 542 kg/sem2) in increments of 100,000 Ibmfhreft2 (135 kg/sem2). Heat fluxes of 
1600 Btu/hreft2 (5.1 kW/m2), 3200 Btu/hreft2 (10.2 kW/m2), and 6400 Btu/hreft2 (20.4 kW/m2) 
are tested at each flowrate. In addition, at a mass flux of 300,000 Ibm/hreft2 (405 kg/sem2), these 
same three heat fluxes are applied with fixed inlet qualities of 20 and 40 percent for a fixed 
temperature of 50 OF (to OC). A 60 percent inlet quality test is also conducted at the low heat flux 
for this temperature and mass flux. Heat transfer coefficients and pressure drop are calculated and 
recorded for each of these test runs. These tests conclude the baseline studies for pure CFC-12 
testing for automotive air conditioner evaporators. Testing with HFC-134a will include these same 
tests in addition to the tests described below. 
In addition to the baseline tests, testing will be conducted at the same mass fluxes and 
evaporator temperature varying quality in increments of approximately 10 percent for pure HFC-
134a. This will allow the changes in heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop to be linked with 
the different quality ranges and flow regimes of two-phase flow. Similar testing will be conducted 
at the same mass fluxes at different temperatures within the automotive air conditioning range. To 
round out the pure HFC-134a testing for automotive air conditioner applications, experiments will 
be repeated using a smaller inside diameter tube of approximately 0.30 inches (7.62 mm) and a 
larger inside diameter tube of approximately 0.5 inches (12.7 mm). 
Table 5.1 also shows the specific test ~onducted to simulate household refrigerator 
evaporator conditions using CFC-12. A fixed temperature of -10 OF (-23 OC) has been chosen as 
the saturation temperature of the single-tube evaporator. Starting at a fixed inlet quality of 20 
percent, mass flux is controlled at 100,000 Ibm/hreft2 (135 kg/sem2) and heat flux is controlled at 
1600 Btu/heft2 (5.1 kW/m2). Testing with HFC-134a will include this same test in addition to the 
tests described below. 
In addition to the baseline test, the test described above will be conducted at varying mass 
fluxes, heat fluxes, and evaporator temperatures for pure HFC-134a. To round out the pure HFC-
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134a testing for household refrigerator applications, experiments will be repeated using a smaller 
inside diameter tube of approximately 0.30 inches (7.62 mm). 
Table 5.1. Test Plan 
(Automotive Air Conditioner Evaporator Conditions) 
I. High Temperature Testing @ 40 of (4.4 OC) 
-- Fixed Inlet Quality @ 0.20 
A. Mass Flux 100,000 Ibrnfhr-ft2 (135 kg/m2s) 
1. Heat Flux 1600 Btufhreft2 ( 5.1 kW/m2) 
2. Heat Flux 3200 Btu/hr-ft2 (10.2 kW/m2) 
3. Heat Flux 6400 Btu/hr-ft2 (20.4 kW/m2) 
B. Mass Flux 200,000 IbnJhr-ft2 (270 kg/m2s) 
1. Heat Flux 1600 Btu/hr-ft2 ( 5.1 kW/m2) 
2. Heat Flux 3200 Btu/hr-ft2 (10.2 kW/m2) 
3. Heat Flux 6400 Btu/hr-ft2 (20.4 kW/m2) 
C. Mass Flux 300,000 Ibrnfhr-ft2 (405 kg/m2s) 
1. Heat Flux 1600 Btu/hr-ft2 ( 5.1 kW/m2) 
2. Heat Flux 3200 Btulhr-ft2 (10.2 kW/m2) 
3. Heat Flux 6400 Btu/hr-ft2 (20.4 kW/m2) 
D. Mass Flux 400,000 Ibmlhr-ft2 (540 kg/m2s) 
1. Heat Flux 1600 Btu/hr-ft2 ( 5.1 kW/m2) 
2. Heat Flux 3200 Btu/hr-ft2 (10.2 kW/m2) 
3. Heat Flux 6400 Btu/hr-ft2 (20.4 kW/m2) 
(Automotive Air Conditioner Evaporator Conditions) 
II. High Temperature Testing @ 50 OF (10 OC) 
-- Fixed Mass Flux@ 300,000 Ibm/hr-ft2 (405 kg/m2s) 
A. Heat Flux 1600 Btu/hr-ft2 ( 5.1 kW/m2) 
1. Inlet Quality 0.20 
2. Inlet Quality 0.40 
3. Inlet Quality 0.60 
B. Heat Flux 3200 Btu/hr-ft2 (10.2 kW/m2) 
1. Inlet Quality 0.20 
2. Inlet Quality 0.40 
C. Heat Flux 6400 Btu/hr-ft2 (20.4 kW/m2) 
1. Inlet Quality 0.20 
2. Inlet Quality 0.40 
(Household Refrigerator Evaporator Conditions) 
ill. Low Temperature Testing @ -10 OF (-23 OC) 
-- Fixed Mass Flux@ 100,000 Ibm/hr-ft2 (135 kg/m2s) 
-- Fixed Inlet Quality @ 0.20 
-- Fixed Heat Flux@ 1600 Btu/hr-ft2 (5.1 kW/m2) 
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CHAPTER 6 
DAT A REDUCTION TECHNIQUES 
This chapter describes in detail how experimental data are reduced and analyzed to evaluate 
evaporator characteristics of the test refrigerant. The fIrst part of this chapter discusses the 
calculations to detennine the both the local and average heat transfer coeffIcients in the test section. 
This is followed by an analysis of the energy balances of the system (calorimetry calculations). 
Lastly, general information concerning the computer data reduction procedure and refrigerant and 
ethylene glycol-water solution property evaiuations are discussed. 
6. 1. Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient Calculations 
The main parameter in examining evaporation characteristics of refrigerants is the heat 
transfer coefficient, h. DefInitions that follow will be defIned in tenns of internal flow in tubes. 
The heat transfer coeffIcient can be described as either a local or average heat transfer coeffIcient. 
For a local heat flux, q", an inside surface temperature. Tsi' and a bulk fluid temperature, Tb, the 
local heat transfer coefficient is expressed as 
(6.1) 
The total heat transfer rate, q, for a given surface can be determined by the product of the heat 
flux and the surface area. For a constant inside surface area, Asi, the average heat transfer 
coeffIcient, h, can be determined from 
h = q 
Asi • (T si,avg - T b,avg) (6.2) 
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where T si,avg and T b,avg are the average inside surface and bulk: fluid temperatures over the entire 
surface. 
For the horizontal, single-tube test section, twelve thermocouples measure the outside . 
surface temperature of the copper tube. Since the thermal conductivity of the copper tube is a 
relatively high 196 Btu/hr·ft·R (339 W/mK.), the thermal resistance of the tube is negligible and the 
inside surface temperature is assumed to be the same as the outside surface temperature. For 
average heat transfer coefficient calculations, the temperature readings from the thermocouples are 
averaged to determine the surface temperature used in Eq. 6.2. Bulk: fluid temperature is measured 
with RID probes which are located at the inlet and outlet of the test section. For average heat 
transfer coefficient calculations, the temperature readings from the RID probes are averaged to 
determine the bulk: fluid temperature used in Eq. 6.2. Bulk fluid temperatures for local heat 
transfer coefficient calculations in Eq. 6.1 are determined by linear interpolation between the inlet 
and outlet bulk: temperature readings. 
The area used to calculate the average heat transfer coefficient in Eq. 6.2 is the inside 
surface area of the tube. This value is determined as follows: 
(6.3) 
where Di and L are the inside diameter and length of the test section tube, respectively. The heat 
rate used in Eq. 6.2 is a summation of the values from the the three watt transducers connected to 
the SCR-controlled heaters in the three regions of the test section. For these watt transducers, the 
output values are given in volts with one volt equal to 341 Btu/hr (100 watts). Heat flux is 
determined by dividing the heat rate by the inside surface area, Asi. 
6.2. System Energy Balances (Calorimetry Calculations) 
During an experimental test run, heat is constantly being added to the test refrigerant at both 
the pre heater and the test section and is being removed by the chiller. In addition, heat gains from 
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the environment through the insulation may be large enough to take into consideration for small 
heat flux testing. An overall system energy balance is necessary to determine the exact amount of 
heat being provided to the refrigerant These calculations help determine the inlet quality to the test 
section and the change in quality through the test section. Both of these parameters are important 
for determining the flow regime of the refrigerant and the heat transfer coefficient from previous 
correlations in the literature. The system energy balance equation is as follows: 
W pump + Qpreheater + Qtest section + flenvironment - Q;hiller = 0 (6.4) 
For most experimental situations, W pump and Qenvironment are small and can be omitted from the 
analysis. 
The preheater is used to heat the refrigerant from a subcooled state into the two-phase 
region. An energy balance on the preheater is used to determine the inlet quality of the test 
refrigerant. The total energy of the preheater is divided into sensible and latent components as 
follows: 
~eheater = ~nsible + QIatent (6.5) 
where 
~nsible = mr • crl • (T sat - T preheater,in) (6.6) 
and 
(6.7) 
In Eqs. 6.5 through 6.7, mr is the refrigerant mass flow rate, crl is the specific heat of the 
refrigerant, Tsat is the refrigerant saturation temperature at the outlet of the preheater, Tpreheater,in is 
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the refrigerant temperature at the inlet of the preheater, ifg is the enthalpy of vaporization of the 
refrigerant, and xi is the inlet quality to the test section. The enthalpy of vaporization is assumed to 
be the value at the saturation temperature. Quality exiting the preheater is assumed to be the quality 
entering the test section. Preheater heat input is measured through a watt transducer. The watt 
transducer output value is given in volts, with one volt equal to 3412 Btu/hr (1000 W). 
An energy balance performed on the test section determines the change in quality through 
the test section. The quality change is calculated by 
(6.8) 
where ifg is the enthalpy of vaporization at the average saturation temperature of the refrigerant in 
the test section. Heat input to the test section is again determined from the watt transducers 
measuring power input to regions one, two, and three of the test section. Outlet quality of the test 
section is determined from the energy balances on the preheater and test section. The outlet quality 
of the test section is the sum of the inlet quality to the test section and the change in quality through 
the test section. 
Heat gains from the environment are generally small and are on the order of 1.7 Btulhr to 
3.4 Btulhr (5 to 10 watts). For low mass flux and heat flux test runs these gains can become 
important for both the preheater and test section energy balances. The gains are determined from a 
conduction calculation through the insulation using the following equation: 
(Tamb - Ts) 
Ogains = Rcood (6.9) 
where 
'Q _ In(rolri) 
""Cond - 21tLk (6.10) 
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In Eqs. 6.9 and 6.10, Tamb is the ambient air temperature, Ts is the surface temperature of the 
refrigerant tubing, ro and ri are the inside and outside radii of the insulation, k is the thermal 
conductivity of the insulation, and L is the length of the insulation. Convective resistances of the 
ambient air and refrigerant are assumed to be negligible in this analysis. Heat gains from the 
environment are added to the heat inputs to the test section and are used to determine heat transfer 
coefficients, inlet quality to the test section, and change in quality through the test section. 
The ethylene glycol-water loop in the chiller system is instrumented with two RID probes 
at the inlet and outlet of the after-condenser and a turbine flowmeter to determine the amount of 
heat removed from the refrigerant. This provides a secondary check on the readings from the watt 
transducers for both the preheater and test section regions. The heat removal rate from the chiller is 
calculated by 
OchiIler = meg-w • ceg-w • (T eg-w,out - T eg-w,in) (6.11) 
where meg-w is the mass flowrate of the ethylene glycol-water solution, ceg-w is the specific heat of 
the ethylene glycol-water solution, and Teg-w,in and Teg-w,out are the inlet and outlet temperatures 
of the after-condenser. 
6.3. General Information 
Raw data is collected over a ten to thirty second period after the system has come to steady-
state. A discussion on acceptance criteria for an experimental data run is given in Sec. 4.2. All 
channels are scanned every second during this period. The final values are then averaged over this 
time period. When either of the data acquisition programs are used, raw data is stored to a data file 
on the hard drive of the Macintosh II computer. A macro has been created in Microsoft Excel, a 
spreadsheet program, which reduces the data. 
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Refrigerant properties are obtained from ASHRAE Fundamentals [30]. Ethylene glycol-
water properties are calculated from Ref. [31]. Properties include heat of vaporization, density, 
specific heat, thennal conductivity, and viscosity. 
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CHAPTER 7 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH CORRELATIONS 
Chapter 5 outlined the test plan for baseline testing with CFC-12. In the sections and 
subsections that follow, the experimental results for this baseline testing will be presented. First, a 
summary of the experimental results will be given. Included in this summary are tabular results of 
the experimental conditions along with the experimental values of heat transfer coefficients for 
these given conditions. Graphical presentations comparing results from different test runs will be 
made and trends in the data will be discussed. Next, a comparison between the experimental heat 
transfer coefficients and calculated heat transfer coefficients using selected correlations from the 
literature will be discussed. Finally, a brief summary of the results and limits of the test apparatus 
in regards to providing various test conditions will be given. Experimental results, calculated 
values, and plots in this chapter will be presented in SI units. 
7.1. Experimental Results 
Baseline testing of the single-tube evaporator test facility with CFC-12 was performed to 
assess the operating performance of the system. Several different test runs were completed and the 
resulting experimental heat transfer coefficients were compared with previous correlations from the 
literature. Control of experimental operating parameters such as flowrate, test section inlet quality, 
heat flux in the test section, and average test section refrigerant temperature was also examined. 
These parameters were controlled within acceptable limits based on the discussion in Chap.4. 
Average heat transfer coefficients compared fairly closely with calculated values determined from 
correlations in the literature. Limits of the system to produce certain operating conditions were also 
determined. 
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7.1.1. High Temperature Testing -- Category I 
Several different tests runs were perfonned and are outlined in Table 5.1. These test runs 
were divided into several different categories. The first category· was performed at high 
temperatures (40 - 44 of, 4.4 - 6.8 OC) and was comprised of twelve test runs. These tests runs 
were designed to examine the effects of mass flux and heat flux on the heat transfer coefficient. 
Inlet quality was fixed at 20 percent. Mass flux was varied between 100,000 Ibmlhreft2 and 
400,000 Ibm/hreft2 (135 kg/sem2 to 540 kg/sem2). For each of these mass fluxes, heat flux was 
varied at 1600.3200, and 6400 Btu!hr-ft2 (5.1, 10.2, and 20.4 kW/m2). 
The experimental results for this category are summarized in test runs 1 through 12 of 
Table 7.1. Figures 7.1 through 7.12 show the temperature distributions versus distance along the 
heated length of test section for test runs 1 through 12. Values in each figure are plotted for a fixed 
mass flux, inlet quality and heat flux. As can be seen from the plots, surface temperature tends to 
increase as heat flux is increased for a constant mass flux. Test run 3 produced superheated 
conditions at the test section outlet. Values of temperature and subsequent average heat transfer 
coefficients for this case are plotted only for the annular flow region. Pressure drop for this case is 
plotted for the entire two-phase and superheat range. Figure 7.13 shows the variation of average 
heat transfer coefficient versus mass flux for the three values of heat flux varied for test runs 1 
through 12. The average heat transfer coefficient tends to increase as heat flux increases for a fixed 
mass flux. Figure 7.14 is a plot of average heat transfer coefficient versus heat flux for the four 
values of mass flux varied for test runs 1 through 12. The average heat transfer coefficient tends to 
increase as mass flux is increased for a constant value of heat flux. Figure 7.15 shows the 
pressure drop through the test section versus mass flux for the three values of heat flux varied for 
test runs 1 through 12. Figure 7.16 is a plot of pressure drop through the test section versus heat 
flux for the four values of mass flux varied for test runs 1 through 12. Pressure drop increases as 
heat flux increases for a fixed mass flux and also increases as mass flux increases for a fixed heat 
flux. 
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As was described in Chap. 2, a noticeable change in flow regime occurs as mass flux is 
decreased to around 150,000 IbnJhreft2 (203 kglsem2). The flow pattern for quality ranges around 
20 to 50 percent changes from an annular flow pattern to a wavy flow pattern as shown in Fig. 
2.2. During test runs this change in flow pattern was observed using the sight gauge before the 
inlet to the test section. Annular flow was observed for a mass flux of 200,000 Ibm/hreft2 
(270 kglsem2) while the wavy flow pattern was observed for a mass flux of 100,000 Ibm/hreft2 
(135 kg/sem2). A discussion on the effect of this flow pattern change on heat transfer coefficient 
will be given in Sec. 7.1.4. 
The average test section temperature for these test runs was fixed at 40 of (4.4 °C). 
However, for test run 12, this was not the case. Over 12,000 Btu/hr (3500 watts) of heat was 
being provided to the refrigerant to maintain a certain inlet quality and heat flux to the test section. 
The chiller could remove the heat, but could not provide the additional chilling effect to maintain 
the test section refrigerant temperature at 40 of (4.4 OC). In the current system, the chiller not only 
removes the heat provided by the circulation heater and test section heaters but also controls the 
temperature of the refrigerant entering the test section. As more and more heat is added, the set 
point of the ethylene glycol-water solution must be decreased. As this temperature is decreased, 
the capacity of the system decreases exponentially from the rated 60,000 Btu/hr (17.5 kW) to 
12,000 Btu/hr (3.5 kW). This is a severe limitation of the current system and will be addressed in 
the recommendation section in Chap. 8. 
7.1.2. High Temperature Testing -- Category II 
The second category of test runs was again performed at high temperatures (50 - 52 of, 10 
- 11 OC). Mass flux was fixed at 300,000 Ibm!hreft2 (405 kglsem2). These tests were designed to 
examine the effect of different ranges of inlet quality on heat transfer coefficient. For a heat flux of 
1600 Btu/hreft2 (5.1 kW/m2), inlet quality was varied at 20, 40, and 60 percent. Because of 
limitations of the heat removal rate of the chiller as described in Sec. 7.1.2, inlet qualities of only 
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20 and 40 percent were examined for heat fluxes of 3200 and 6400 Btu!hr-ft2 (10.2 and 20.4 
kW/m2). 
Category II testing was comprised of 7 test runs. The experimental results for this category 
are summarized in Table 7.1 for test runs 13 through 19. Figures 7.17 through 7.23 are plots of 
test section temperature distribution versus heated length along the test section for test runs 13 
through 19 for a fixed heat flux and mass flux. As can be seen from the plots, surface temperature 
decreases as inlet quality increases. The average test section temperature for these test runs was 
fixed at 50 OF (10 OC). However, for test run 15, this was not the case. Over 12,000 Btu!hr 
(3500 watts) of heat was being provided to the refrigerant to maintain a certain inlet quality and 
heat flux to the test section. The chiller could remove the heat, but could not provide the additional 
chilling effect to maintain the test section refrigerant temperature at 50 OF (10 OC). Figure 7.24 is a 
plot of average heat transfer coefficient versus inlet quality for a fixed heat flux. The average heat 
transfer coefficient increases as inlet quality is increased. It can also be seen from this plot that the 
average heat transfer coefficient increases as heat flux is increased for a fixed inlet quality. Figure 
7.25 is a plot 9f pressure drop versus inlet quality for a fixed heat flux. Pressure drop increases as 
inlet quality is increased. For a fixed inlet quality, pressure drop increases as heat flux increases. 
7.1.3. Low Temperature Testing -- Category III 
The test runs examined in categories I and II represent experimental conditions that are 
typically found in automotive air conditioner evaporators. Lower temperature testing at lower 
flowrates were designed to simulate typical conditions found in household refrigerator evaporators. 
Test run 20 was performed at -10 OF (-23 OC) for a inlet quality of 20 percent, a mass flux of 
100,000 Ibm/hr-ft2 (135 kgls em2), and a heat flux of 1600 Btu!hr-ft2 (5.1 kW/m2). 
Test run 20 was unable to be completed because the heat removal rate of the chiller system 
could not fix the temperature of the test section at -10 OF (-23 OC). As was discussed in Sec. 
7.1.1, this is a severe limitation in our system. However, a wavy flow regime was also noted at 
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the inlet to the test section for this low temperature case. A discussion of this flow phenomenon 
and its effect on the experimental heat transfer coefficient is given in Sec. 7.1.4. 
7.1.4. Low Flowrate Effect on Heat Transfer Coefficient 
As was mentioned from the discussions of low flowrate test runs 1 through 3 and 20, a 
wavy flow pattern was observed in the sight gauge at the inlet to the test section. This flow pattern 
caused a dry region at the top of the test section copper tube. The surface temperatures are 
measured with thermocouples at the top of the test section tube. With liquid at the bottom of the 
tube and vapor at the top of the tube, a circumferential temperature distribution around the tube is 
anticipated. A higher surface temperature will occur at the top of the tube. This is the temperature 
that is being measured at present with the thermocouples mounted in the test section. A higher 
experimental .1 T will occur between the surface temperature of the tube and the bulk fluid 
temperature of the refrigerant. This will result in a lower heat transfer coefficient being measured 
than is actually present. If this is the case, the heat transfer coefficients determined from 
correlations from the literature should also be higher than the experimentally measured values. A 
discussion of these cases is given in Sec. 7.2. 
7.2. Experimental Data Comparison with Heat Transfer Coefficient Correlations 
Several correlations from the literature were presented in Chap. 2 regarding both local and 
average heat transfer coefficients. Four correlations were selected and average heat transfer 
coefficients calculated from these correlations will be compared with the experimental values of 
average heat transfer coefficient. Pierre's correlation (Eq. 2.1) was selected because of its use of 
CFC-12 as a primary fluid and its widespread use in comparing experimental evaporative heat 
transfer coefficients. Pierre's correlation is an average heat transfer coefficient correlation. The 
Chaddock-Noerager correlation (Eq. 2.6) was selected because of its similarity in providing the 
heat flux to the test section and its use of CFC-12 as the sole fluid. Shah's correlation (Eq. 2.13) 
and Kandlikar's correlation (Eq. 2.20) were chosen to because they are general correlations that 
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use CFC-12 as one of their primary test fluids. The Chaddock-Noerager correlation, the Shah 
correlation, and the Kandlikar correlation are local heat transfer coefficient correlations and are 
numerically integrated over the quality range tested for each case to provide the average heat 
transfer coefficient. 
Table 7.2 shows the values of experimental average heat transfer coefficient and the 
calculated values of average heat transfer coefficient for the 19 test runs in Categories I and ll. 
Figures 7.26 through 7.29 are plots of predicted average heat transfer coefficient of Chaddock-
Noerager, Shah, Kandlikar, and Pierre correlations, respectively, versus measured average heat 
transfer coefficient for test runs 1 through 19. As can be seen from the figures, the experimental 
values of average heat transfer coefficient are closest in comparison with the Chaddock-Noerager 
correlation. Low flowrate values of experimental average heat transfer coefficient have the largest 
difference from calculated average heat transfer coefficients. This is probably due to the dry wall 
phenomenon at the top of the tube where the surface temperatures in the test section are sensed as 
was discussed in Sec. 7.1.4. 
7 • 3 • Summary of Experimental Results 
Three categories of baseline testing with CFC-12 was conducted that encompassed 20 test 
runs. Average heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop were found to increase with increasing 
heat flux for a fixed mass flux and inlet quality. Both parameters were also found to increase as 
mass flux was increased for a constant heat flux and inlet quality. As inlet quality increased, 
average heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop increased for a fixed mass flux and heat flux. 
A flow regime transition of wavy flow to annular flow was noticed between 100,000 Ibmlhreft2 
and 200,000 Ibm/hreft2 (135 kglsem2 and 270 kglsem2). Because of a dry-wall condition at the top 
of the tube in the wavy flow regime and measurement of surface temperature at the top of the tube 
in the test section, the experimental average heat transfer coefficients were much smaller than 
calculated average heat transfer coefficients from the literature. 
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Experimental average heat transfer coefficients compared fairly closely with the average 
heat transfer coefficients calculated from correlations of Chaddock-Noerager, Kandlikar, Shah, 
and Pierre. The experimental average heat transfer coefficient data was closest to the Chaddock-
Noerager heat transfer coefficient correlation. Most of these experimental data were within ±10 
percent of this correlation. A larger chiller or possibly a larger heat exchanger in the ethylene-
glycol water solution loop needs to be incorporated to handle testing at higher heat inputs to the 
refrigerant. Chapter 8 will organize this along with other observations into a list of conclusions 
and recommendations for future work on the project. 
Test Run Test Section Mass Flux 
Temperature kg/m2s 
Category I 
1 4.4 C 135 
2 4.4 C 135 
3 4.4 C 135 
4 4.4 C 270 
5 4.4 C 270 
6 4.4 C 270 
7 4.4 C 405 
8 4.4 C 405 
9 4.4 C 405 
10 4.4 C 540 
11 4.4 C 540 
12 6.8 C 540 
Category II 
13 10.0 C 405 
14 10.0 C 405 
15 11.1 C 405 
16 10.0 C 405 
17 10.0 C 405 
18 10.0 C 405 
19 10.0 C 405 
Table 7.1. Experimental Data Summary 
Heat Flux Inlet Quality Wattage Change In x Tsurface,avg 
kW/m2 Watts degC 
5.1 0.196 .410 0.246 9.4 
10.2 0.207 800 0.481 11.5 
20.4 0.205 1600 0.595 14.2 
5.1 0.205 420 0.126 6.8 
10.2 0.196 800 0.240 9.0 
20.4 0.203 1640 0.493 11.0 
5.1 0.205 410 0.082 6.5 
10.2 0.207 810 0.162 8.0 
20.4 0.197 1630 0.327 9.9 
5.1 0.197 400 0.060 6.2 
10.2 0.197 800 0.120 7.5 
20.4 0.206 1590 0.239 11.9 
5.1 0.2 400 0.081 12.0 
5.1 0.403 410 0.083 11.6 
5.1 0.594 390 0.080 12.6 
10.2 0.206 800 0.163 13.7 
10.2 0.401 790 0.161 12.7 
20.4 0.199 1600 0.326 15.2 
20.4 0.393 1590 0.324 14.7 
Tfluid,avg 
degC 
4.5 
4.4 
4.4 
4.4 
4.5 
4.5 
4.4 
4.4 
4.4 
4.5 
4.4 
6.8 
10.0 
10.1 
11.4 
10.1 
10.0 
9.8 
10.1 
h(exp) 
W/m2K 
1059 
1441 
2075 
2192 
2248 
3202 
2497 
2897 
3790 
2923 
3300 
3948 
2557 
3383 
3990 
2802 
3741 
3789 
4420 
Pressure Drop 
kPa 
0.7 
1.0 
2.7 
2.6 
3.6 
6.5 
7.2 
9.2 
11.1 
9.9 
12.0 
15.7 
4.0 
10.8 
14.9 
5.6 
12.3 
9.B 
15.C 
00 
N 
Test Run 
Category I. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Category II 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
Table 7.2. Experimental and Correlation-Calculated Average Heat Transfer Coefficients 
Test Section Mass Flux Heat Flux Inlet Quality h(exp) h(Chaddock) h(Shah) h(Kandlikar) 
Temperature kg/m2s kW/m2 W/m2K W/m2K W/m2K W/m2K 
4.4 C 135 5.1 0.196 1059 1405 1458 1613 
4.4 C 135 10.2 0.207 1441 1917 2374 2089 
4.4 C 135 20.4 0.205 2075 2408 3326 2521 
4.4 C 270 5.1 0.205 2192 1972 1709 2176 
4.4 C 270 10.2 0.196 2248 2422 2499 2781 
4.4 C 270 20.4 0.203 3202 3379 4212 3667 
4.4 C 405 5.1 0.205 2497 2457 1876 2606 
4.4 C 405 10.2 0.207 2897 2932 2735 3300 
4.4 C 405 20.4 0.197 3790 3802 4243 4349 
4.4 C 540 5.1 0.197 2923 2865 1945 2925 
4.4 C 540 10.2 0.197 3300 3353 2862 3690 
6.8 C 540 20.4 0.206 3948 4235 4793 4368 
10.0 C 405 5.1 0.2 2557 2369 1787 2440 
10.0 C 405 5.1 0.403 3383 3085 2287 2973 
11.1 C 405 5.1 0.594 3990 3876 2738 3219 
10.0 C 405 10.2 0.206 2802 2892 2680 3175 
10.0 C 405 10.2 0.401 3741 3530 3306 3487 
10.0 C 405 20.4 0.199 3789 3756 4136 4196 
10.0 C 405 20.4 0.393 4420 4409 5135 4219 
h(Plerrei 
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Figure 7.1. Test Section Temperature Distribution (Test Run 1) 
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Figure 7.2. Test Section Temperature Distribution (Test Run 2) 
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Figure 7.3. Test Section Temperature Distribution (Test Run 3) 
(Two-Phase Annular Flow Regime Only) 
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Figure 7.4. Test Section Temperature Distribution (Test Run 4) 
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Figure 7.5. Test Section Temperature Distribution (Test Run 5) 
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Figure 7.6. Test Section Temperature Distribution (Test Run 6) 
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Figure 7.7. Test Section Temperature Distribution (Test Run 7) 
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Figure 7.8. Test Section Temperature Distribution (Test Run 8) 
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Figure 7.9. Test Section Temperature Distribution (Test Run 9) 
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Figure 7.10. Test Section Temperature Distribution (Test Run 10) 
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Figure 7.11. Test Section Temperature Distribution (Test Run 11) 
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Figure 7.12. Test Section Temperature Distribution (Test Run 12) 
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Figure 7.17. Test Section Temperature Distribution (Test Run 13) 
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Figure 7.18. Test Section Temperature Distribution (Test Run 14) 
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Figure 7.19. Test Section Temperature Distribution (Test Run 15) 
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Figure 7.20. Test Section Temperature Distribution (Test Run 16) 
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Figure 7.21. Test Section Temperature Distribution (Test Run 17) 
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Figure 7.22. Test Section Temperature Distribution (Test Run 18) 
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Figure 7.23. Test Section Temperature Distribution (Test Run 19) 
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Figure 7.25. Pressure Drop vs. Inlet Quality -- Test Runs 13-19 
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Figure 7.26. Predicted Average Heat Transfer Coefficient (Chaddock-Noerager) 
vs. Measured Average Heat Transfer Coefficient 
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Figure 7.27. Predicted Average Heat Transfer Coefficient (Shah) 
vs. Measured Average Heat Transfer Coefficient 
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CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A single-tube evaporation test apparatus was designed and built for the Air Conditioning 
and Refrigeration Center (ACRC) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign to measure 
evaporation characteristics of ozone-safe refrigerants. The main feature of the design is an eight-
foot (2.44 m) long, 0.402-inch (10.21 mm) inside diameter test section equipped with SCR-
controlled, wrapped heaters. Leak testing and a preliminary system shakedown have been 
successfully completed. Baseline testing using CFC-12 as the reference fluid has been conducted. 
Mass fluxes were tested over the range of 100,000 Ibm!hr.ft2 (135 kg/s·m2) to 400,000 Ibm!hr·ft2 
(540 kg/s.m2), and heat fluxes were varied from 1600 Btu!hr·ft2 (5.1 kW/m2) to 6400 Btu!hr·ft2 
(20.4 kW/m2). Evaporation temperatures were between 40 of (4.4 OC) and 52 OF (11.1 OC) with 
inlet qualities of 20 to 60 percent. Expected trends in the data were observed. Average heat 
transfer coefficient and pressure drop were found to increase with increasing heat flux for a fixed 
mass flux and inlet quality. Both parameters were also found to increase as mass flux was 
increased for a constant heat flux and inlet qUality. As inlet quality increased, average heat transfer 
coefficient and pressure drop increased for a fixed mass flux and heat flux. A flow regime 
transition of stratified to annular flow was noticed between 100,000 Ibm/hre ft2 and 200,000 
Ibm!hr.ft2 (135 kgls·m2 and 270 kgls.m2). Because of a dry-wall condition at the top of the tube 
in the stratified flow regime and measurement of surface temperature at the top of the tube in the 
test section, the experimental average heat transfer coefficients were much smaller than calculated 
average heat transfer coefficients from the literature. 
Experimental average heat transfer coefficients compared fairly closely with the average 
heat transfer coefficients calculated from correlations of Chaddock-Noerager, Kandlikar, Shah, 
and Pierre. The experimental average heat transfer coefficient data was closest to the Chaddock-
Noerager heat transfer coefficient correlation. Most of these experimental data were within ±1O 
percent of this correlation. 
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However, uncertainty in both temperature and heat input measurements require further 
improvements to the system. In addition, there is an exponential decrease in capacity of the chiller 
system as the set point temperature of the ethylene glycol-water loop is decreased, which limits the 
amount of heat addition that can be provided to the refrigerant by the preheater and test section 
heaters. The following recommendations are made to improve the single-tube evaporation test 
apparatus. 
1. Additional condensing capacity of the system needs to be added. The characteristics of the 
chiller system need to be further assessed. Experimental plots of chiller capacity versus set point 
temperature of the ethylene glycol-water loop need to be made. The after-condenser sizing also 
needs to be analyzed. The compressor on the chiller system may need to be replaced or another 
after-condenser system may need to be placed in parallel with the existing after-condenser. 
2. Improvements to the heat measuring system in the test section need to be made. The 
existing watt transducers in the test section have difficulty sensing the power set by the SCR-
controllers because of the on/off nature of the SCR control. Watt transducers with larger built-in 
time constants may eliminate this problem. Dynamic watt transducers that register watt-hour 
pulses also may eliminate this problem. A third alternative to the problem is to keep the existing 
watt transducers and eliminate the SCR-controllers. The SCR-controllers could be replaced with 
potentiometers having both coarse and fine coils for precise control. 
3. Better calibration of the thermocouples and RIDs is needed. In addition to an ice point 
calibration, a few more additional calibration points need to be made using a temperature-controlled 
water bath with a National Bureau of Standards thermometer. Comparisons of saturation 
temperature and pressure when the system is in two-phase equilibrium need to be made. 
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4. Accuracy of the temperature measurements in the test section needs to be improved. The 
thermocouples sensing the surface temperature of the test section tube need to be soldered inside 
grooved surfaces in the tube to achieve better thermal contact A test section measurement system 
composed entirely of thermocouples that are referenced to a single junction should be examined. 
This will allow direct measurement of temperature differentials in the test section. 
5. Three, separately instrumented test section tubes need to be developed so that the effect of 
varying parameters such as internal diameter, internal fins, and grooved surfaces can be examined 
in a more efficient manner. 
6. Flow visualization around the test section needs to be improved by placing sight gauges 
with the same internal diameter as the test section tube at the inlet and outlet of the test section. 
7. The computer ~ata acquisition program needs to be improved by providing more on-line 
calculations of parameters such as heat transfer coefficient, inlet and outlet qualities of the test 
section, and heat addition and heat removal rates. To provide these parameters, procedures 
containing curve fits of refrigerant properties need to be implemented into the program. 
8. Although the effect of potential noncondensibles in the refrigerant loop was not examined in 
this thesis, relief valves should be installed at the top of the refrigeration loop if a significant 
amount of noncondensibles are found in the present system. 
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APPENDIX A 
START-UP AND OPERATING PROCEDURES 
To run an experimental test, several system operating conditions must be achieved. This 
consists of setting the chiller storage tank temperature, the refrigerant mass flow rate, the preheater 
heat input, and the test section heat input. This, in turn, sets the saturation temperature of the 
refrigerant in the test section, the inlet quality of the refrigerant entering the test section, and the 
change in quality of the refrigerant in the test section. For proper start-up and operation of the 
single-tube evaporator apparatus, the following steps should be undertaken. Figures 3.1 and 3.3 
are schematics of the system and should be used to locate components necessary to run the system. 
1. Turn on the variable speed pump by first turning on the electrical outlet strip on/off switch 
next to the receiver and then turning on the pump controller on/off switch. Set the variable 
speed controller knob to setting five (5) to develop a steady flow. This can be seen by 
observing the balls in the sight gauges next to the receiver and the preheater. If the balls are 
to the right of the sight gauge, there is flow. If the balls are to the left of the sight gauge, 
increase the speed of the pump gradually. If speed ten (10) is reached and there is still no 
flow, stop the test run and check the system components. Flow takes approximately one to 
two minutes to reach the top of the preheater. 
2. Check to see if the electrical cords that provide power to the test section strip heaters and 
circulation heater (labeled preheater) electrical boxes (located directly behind the 
circulation heater) are unplugged. If they are plugged into the 220 V AC electrical outlets, 
unplug them. This prevents any power from going to the heaters when the computer is 
initially turned on and the computer data acquisition program has not been run yet 
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3. Tum on the Mac II by pressing the "on" button at the top of the keyboard. Move into the 
folder marked "DAQ" and double click on the TurboPascal program called "Test run 
DAQ." Select the "run" option from the "Compile" menu. 
4. Open the water pipe valve located directly behind the circulation heater. The valve is open 
when the valve lever is in the vertical position. The valve is closed when the valve lever is 
in the horizontal position. Take the black hosing attached to the water valve and 
extend it to the drain well that leads to the boneyard. The drain well is located behind the 
apparatus outside of the ACRC cage, directly below the clear plastic tubing of the Chemical 
Engineering test apparatus. 
5. Locate the chiller control panel and turn on the on/off switch. The digital temperature 
readout measures the temperature in the ethylene glycol-water storage tank within the 
chiller system. Set the temperature in the ethylene glycol-water solution storage tank by 
turning the dial to the right of the digital temperature readout. Turn on the chiller pump by 
turning on the pump on/off switch. To provide maximum heat removal capacity of the 
chiller, turn the high/low switch to "high." This should be used for the high temperature 
test to simulate automotive air conditioning evaporator conditions. The "low" position 
removes less heat and should be used for low temperature testing to simulate household 
refrigerator evaporator conditions. 
6. To achieve refrigerant flow through the positive displacement flowmeter, open the valve to 
the left of the flowmeter. Then, simultaneously, close the valve leading to the flowmete~ 
bypass and open the valve to the right of the flowmeter. Adjust the flowrate to the desired 
value by adjusting the pump controller dial and observing the value indicated on the 
computer screen. 
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7. At this point, the system has been started. Refrigerant flow should be observed through 
the sight gauges. The computer data acquisition program should be monitoring 
temperature, pressure, and flow conditions throughout the system. Pressure sensors will 
kick in when the pressure of the refrigerant drop below 50 psig. The chiller should bring 
down the temperature of the ethylene glycol-water solution within about five minutes. 
Depending on the temperature range selected, the refrigerant temperature desired will take 
between 30 and 60 minutes. The chiller will tum on and off to maintain the setpoint 
temperature selected. The refrigerant temperature should be monitored continuously. 
When the average refrigerant temperature reaches 10 degrees below the refrigerant 
saturation temperature to be tested, the heater procedural steps can be initiated. 
8. Plug in the 220 V AC electrical cords which provide electrical power to the test section strip 
heaters and the circulation heater the into the outlets below the electrical boxes labeled "test 
section" and "preheater." These outlets are located directly behind the preheater. 
9. Using the computer mouse, click on the upper right hand comer red box to calibrate the test 
section RID temperature sensors. The word "CAL" will appear inside the box to indicate 
that the test section RIDs have been calibrated. 
10. Again using the mouse, click on the preheater control box, set the desired 4 to 20 milliamp 
signal, and press return. This will control the amount of power (between 0 and 9000 
watts) that the preheater will provide to the refrigerant. A watt transducer is connected to 
this system and will read the amount of kilowatts that the pre heater is providing. This 
value is located just below the milliamp readout in the preheater control box. Within a 
minute, two-phase flow should be observed flowing through the sight gauge at the exit of 
the pre heater. To set the power of the preheater to a different level, repeat the procedure in 
step 10. 
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11. After two-phase flow is established at the outlet of the preheater, click on the three test 
section control boxes on the computer screen and set the 4 to 20 milliamp signals for region 
of the test section. Watt transducers measure the power provided to each section and their 
values are indicated directly below the milliamp readout in the test section control boxes. 
12. Over the next thirty minutes, the system will corne to a quasi-steady state. The saturation 
temperature in the test section will reach an approximately constant value, varying with the 
± 2 degrees F setpoint on the chiller. This variation is usually less than one degree Celsius. 
To reduce this variation, turn the chiller control valve, located above the receiver, in a 
clockwise direction to reduce the flow rate of the ethylene glycol-water solution. The 
horizontal position of the valve lever indicates that there is full flow in the ethylene glycol-
water solution loop. The vertical position of the valve lever indicates that there is no flow. 
By doing this, the chiller will have longer operation cycles and will keep the saturation 
temperature of the refrigerant at a near constant value. 
13. Inlet quality should be calculated by using the mass flowrate, heat input from the preheater, 
and heat of vaporization of the refrigerant at the outlet temperature of preheater. If this 
value is too low or high, adjust the preheater heat input by increasing or decreasing the 
milliamp signal sent to the preheater. Heat flux should be calculated based on the heat input 
indicated by the test section watt transducers. If this value is too low or high, the test 
section heat input can be adjusted by increasing or decreasing the milliamp signal sent to the 
test section heaters. 
14. When the saturation temperature of the refrigerant in the test section, the inlet quality to the 
test section, and the heat flux in the test section have been adjusted to the desired values, 
the system has reached quasi-steady state. Allow the system to run for approximately 10 
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minutes to make sure the system conditions have reached quasi-steady state. Using the 
mouse click on the red box in the upper left-hand corner of the procedures box area. An 
open flie dialog box will appear. Name the file that the test run data is to be logged. Press 
the return button. The letter "0" will appear in the box to indicate that the output file has 
been opened. Next, click on the red box in the lower left-hand corner of the procedures 
box area. The letter "S" will appear in the box indicating that data is being saved to the 
output file. Take data for about ten to thirty seconds. After this, click again in the save 
box. The letter "S" will disappear indicating that data has stopped being saved. 
15. At this point, an entire test run has been completed. If further tests are to be run, send 4 
milliamp signals to the test section heaters and to the pre heater. Increase the flowrate by 
setting the pump controller dial to 7. Let the system equilibrate again for approximately 15 
minutes. Adjust the flowrate to the desired value using the pump controller dial. Repeat 
steps 9 through 14 to conduct another test run. 
16. If no further tests are to be run, the proper shut down procedure must be completed. Press 
any key on the computer keyboard. The computer data acqui~ition program will shut off 
automatically. The test section heaters and the preheater will be turned off automatically. 
17. At this point, unplug the electric power cords to the test section and the preheater. 
18. Close the "DAQ" folder and shut down the computer using the "shutdown" command 
found in the "utilities" menu. 
19. Switch the pump button on the chiller control panel to the "off' position. Switch the 
on/off button on the chiller control panel to the "off" position. Shut off the water valve by 
turning the water valve lever to its horizontal position. 
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20. Close off the flowmeter by first closing the valve to the right of the flowmeter. Then, 
simultaneously, close the valve to the left of the flowmeter while opening the valve to the 
flowmeter bypass. 
21. Set the dial on the pump controller to zero. Turn off the pump by selecting the "off' 
position of the pump's on/off switch. Turn off the power to the power strip located next to 
the receiver by selecting the "off" position of the on/off switch. 
22. Gather in the hose leading to the drain well which goes to the boneyard. 
APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING 
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Program FlowSim(Input,Output); 
{$R+} 
{$I+} 
{$T APPLSTCD} 
{$U-} 
{$D+} 
{$S+} 
{ Turn off range checking} 
{ Turn off I/O error checking} 
{ Set application ID} 
{} 
{ macsbugs} 
{ Turn on segmenting capabilities} 
{############################################### } 
{# #} 
{ # Pascal Include Directives Follow # } 
{# #} 
{############################################### } 
uses PasInOut,PasConsole,MemTypes,QuickDraw,OSIntf,TooIIntf, 
SANE,PACKINTF,FixMath; 
const 
{Strawberry Tree constants} 
ChanLimit = 40; 
DriverNotFound = 0; 
DriverErr = -1; 
FourToTwentymA = 8; 
PlusSV =0; 
PluslOV = 1; 
PlusMinus5V = 2; 
{channel constants} 
psi_Ol = 2;psL02 = 1;psi_03 = O;psi_04 = 4; 
psi_05 =5; 
fIo_Ol = 3; 
tc_la = 8;tc_lb = 9;tc_2a = 1O;tc_2b = 11; 
tc_3a = 12;tc_3b = 13;tc_ 4a = 14;tc_ 4b = 15; 
tc_5a = 16;tc_5b = 17;tc_6a = 18;tc_6b = 19; 
tc_7a = 20;tc_7b = 21;tc_8 = 22;tc_9 = 23; 
rtd_l = 24;rtd_2 = 25;rtd_3 = 26;rtd_ 4 = 27; 
rtd_5 = 28;rtd_6 = 29;rtd_7 = 30;rtd_8 = 31; 
wtl = 39; wt2 = 37; wt3 = 34; wt4 = 38; 
{menu constants } 
AboutID = 3000; 
AppleMenuID = 1; 
DataTypeMenuID = 5; 
FileMenuID = 2; 
QuitID = 1; 
OpenFileID = 2; 
CloseFileID = 3; 
SaveDataID = 4; 
OutputTypeMenuID = 4; 
PlotMenulD = 3; 
WindResID = 1; 
type 
fItar = array[O .. ChanLimit] OF real; 
in tar = array[O .. ChanLimit] OF integer; 
refrig = array[1..30] OF real; 
var 
A : intar; 
answer : char; 
AORanges : intar; 
Aout : Extended; 
{ integers for driver} 
{ yes/ no answer} 
{ settings of analog outputs} 
{ analog output} 
{Array for saving data} 
{ array of averages} 
{ reals for driver} 
ArrayOfData:Array[1..50,0 .. 37] of Real; 
avg : Array[0 . .31] of Real; 
B : fItar; 
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BC : fltar; { corrections for each reading} 
CalBox : reet; { Test Section Calibration Box} 
Calibrate: BOOLEAN; { calibrate the test section temps} 
Count : integer; { counter number } 
counter : integer; { counter number 
del : longint; { delay integer} 
DeltTs : BOOLEAN; { Incremental temperatures} 
Dialogl : reet; {#l Strip Heater Control Box} 
Dialog2 : reet; {#2 S trip Heater Control Box} 
Dialog3 : reet; { #3 Strip Heater Control Box} 
Dialog4 : reet; { #4 Strip Heater Control Box} 
Done : BOOLEAN; { the done flag} 
Driver : longint; { address of driver} 
DriverOn : BOOLEAN; { has the Adrive been turned on???} 
easyWindow: WindowPtr; { Pointer to the current window} 
Enter : char; { yIn to answer a question} 
f1 : Text; { output data files} 
FakeData : BOOLEAN; { the go flag} 
FileBox : reet; { Open File Box} 
FileOpen : BOOLEAN; { is the file open} 
Go : BOOLEAN; { the go flag} 
hasAouts : BOOLEAN; { TRUE if analog outputs exist} 
HeatersOn: BOOLEAN; { are the heaters on???} 
i : longint; { counter integer} 
InclBox : reet; { Increment SCR#1 Control Box} 
Inc2Box : reet; { Increment SCR#2 Control Box} 
Inc3Box : reet; { Increment SCR#3 Control Box} 
Inc4Box : reet; { Increment SCR#4 Control Box} 
Inputl : real; { #1 Strip Heater Current Input} 
lnput2 : real; { #2 Strip Heater Current Input} 
lnput3 : real; { #3 Strip Heater Current Input} 
lnput4 : real; { #4 Strip Heater Current Input} 
j : ~teger; { integer counter} 
k : mteger; { cOlmter number } 
myMenus: Array[AppleMenuID .. DataTypeMenuID] of McnuHandle; 
Number : real; 
OutputType: integer; 
p : real; 
psat,tsat : refrig; 
PlotType : integer; 
RealData : BOOLEAN; 
Reply : SFReply; 
row : integer; 
SaveBox : reet; 
SavetoFile: BOOLEAN; 
ScreenPict: PicHandle; 
SIUnits : BOOLEAN; 
SN,SM : integer; 
t1 : real; 
tempreet : reet; 
TermWindow: WindowPtr; 
topLeft : Point; 
UnitsBox : reet; 
windowrect: reet; 
{all of the menus} 
{ real number} 
{ type of output I D num} 
{ pressure} 
{ variables in tsat interp proc} 
{ type of plot I D num} 
{ the go flag} 
{ reply to saving a file} 
{ row number in an array} 
{ Save Control Box} 
{ save the data to a file} 
{ handle to the screen picture} 
{ SI or English Units} 
{ no. of chans. & digital i/o's} 
{ temperature} 
{ Temperature Box} 
{ pointer to a window} 
{ poi-nter to a location on screen} 
( Stop Control Box) 
{ Window Box for screen} 
{############################################### } 
{# #} 
{# MACSBUG #} 
{# #} 
{############################################### } 
Procedure MACSBUG; 
inline $a9ff; 
{############################################### } 
{# #} 
{# OPENADRIVER #} 
{# #} 
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{############################################### } 
Function OpenADriver (DriverRF: Str255) : longint; 
inline 
$4e56,$ffcc,$4Se7,$cOcO,$42a7,$2f3c,$414e,$6472,$3f3c,$OOOa,$a9aO, 
$205t$220S,$OcSl,$0000,$0000,$6710,$2d50,$000S,$4267,$a9at$7200, 
$321t$6700,$00a4,$4267,$2f2e,$0004,$a997,$301t$6doo,$00Se,$42a7, 
$2f3c,$414e,$6472,$3f3c,$000a,$a9aO,$205t$220S,$OcSl,$OOOO,$0000, 
$6772, $2d50, $OOOS, $4267, $a9af, $7200, $32lf, $6664, $426e, $fffe, $4S6e, 
$ffd4,$4S6e,$ffe2,$4S6e,$fffe,$206e,$OOOS,$4e90,$defc,$000c,$42a7, . 
$2f3c,$414e,$666e,$3f3c,$oooa,$a9aO,$205f,$220S,$OcSl,$ooOO,$0000. 
$6730, $2d50, $ffdO, $4267, $a9af, $7200, $32lf, $6622, $206e, $ffdO, $2d7c, 
$444f, $5000, $ffcc, $4S6e, $ffcc, $4e90, $5S4f, $4a40, $6712, $2d7c, $ffff, 
$ffft$0008,$6ooS,$2d7c,$Oooo,$OOoo,$000S,$4cdf,$0303,$4e5e,$584~ 
{############################################### } 
{# #} 
{# CALLDRIVER #} 
{# #} 
{############################################### } 
Function CalIDriver (Drvr:longint;VAR A:intar;VAR B:fltar;C:Str255):integer; 
inline 
$4e56, $ffOO, $4Se7, $ffff, $206e, $0004, $43ee, $ffOO, $4240, $101S, $5340, 
$6c04,$4211,$600S,$12dS,$51cS,$fffc,$4211,$206e,$0010,$2f2e,$oooc, 
$2f2e, $OOOS, $4S6e, $ffOO, $4e90, $defc, $OOOC, $3d40, $0014, $4cdf, $ffff, 
$4e5e,$defc,$0010; 
{############################################### } 
{# #} 
{# ~1 #} 
{# #} 
{############################################### } 
Function AMI (var A: intar; var B: fltar; cmd: Str255) : integer; 
begin 
AMl:= CalIDriver(Driver, A, B, cmd); 
end; 
{############################################### } 
{# #} 
{# CALLOUTDRIVER #} 
{# #} 
{############################################### } 
Function CalIOutDriver (Drvr: Iongint; var A, C: intar; ch: Str255) : integer; 
inline 
$4e56, $ffOO, $4Se7, $ffff, $206e, $0004, $43ee, $ffOO, $4240, $101S, $5340, 
$6c04, $4211, $6OOS, $12dS, $51cS, $fffc, $4211, $206e, $0010, $2f2e, $Oooc, 
$2f2e, $OOOS, $4S6e, $ffOO, $4e90, $defc, $ooOc, $3d40, $0014, $4cdf, $ffff, 
$4e5e, $defc, $0010; 
{############################################### } 
{# #} 
{# ~2 #} 
{# #} 
{############################################### } 
Function AM2 (var A, C: intar; cmd: Str255) : integer; 
begin 
AM2:= CallOutDriver(Driver, A. C, cmd); 
end; 
{############################################### } 
{# #} 
{# INITIALSETUP #} 
{# ~ 
{###############################################} 
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Function InitialSetup: boolean; 
var 
result: integer; 
rval : boolean; 
begin 
result:= AMI(A, B, 'n'); 
if result = -1 then 
rval:= FALSE 
else begin 
rval:=TRUE; 
if (A[O] = 0) AND (A[2] = 0) then begin 
writeln('Driver, ADRIVE, not installed, or analog card not installed.'); 
rval:= FALSE; 
end; 
if (A[O] = 0) AND (A[2] <> 0) then begin 
writeln('No analog card selected. BRD SEL switch set to 0.'); 
rval:= FALSE; 
end; 
if (A[O] <> 0) AND (A[ 6] = 0) then begin 
writeln('CALIB.DAT file not found or ADRIVE was not run.'); 
rval:= FALSE; 
end; 
if A[O] > A[6] then begin 
writeln('Calibration numbers are not correct.'); 
rval:= FALSE; 
end; 
if(A[I] >0) AND (A[I] <> A[4]) then begin 
writeln('CALOUT.DAT file not found or ADRIVE was not run'); 
rval:= FALSE; 
end; 
if (A[O] > (ChanLimit+ 1)) OR (A[2] > (ChanLimit+ 1)) then begin 
writeln('Too many channels installed. Change array variable definitions in heading.'); 
InitialSetup:= FALSE; 
end; 
if rval then begin 
if A[I] > 0 then 
hasAouts:= TRUE 
else 
hasAouts:= FALSE; 
end; 
end; 
InitiaISetup:= rval; 
end; 
{############################################### } 
{# #} 
{# SETRANGE #} 
{# #} 
{############################################### } 
Procedure SetRange; 
var 
j ,result: integer; 
begin 
for j:= 1 to 3 do 
AU - 1]:= 7; 
for j:= 9 TO 24 do 
AU - 1]:= 23; 
for j:= 25 to 32 do 
AU - 1] := 1005; 
A[ 3] :=2; 
A[ 4] :=7; 
A[ 5] :=7; 
A[ 7] :=2; 
A[34] :=2; 
A[37] :=2; 
A[38] :=2; 
A[39] :=2; 
result:= AMI(A, B, 'rc'); 
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end; 
{############################################### } 
{# #} 
{# SETRESOLUTION #} 
{# #} 
{############################################### } 
Procedure SetResolution; 
var result: integer; 
begin 
A[O]:= 18; 
result:= AMI (A, B, 'a'); 
end; 
{############################################### } 
{# #} 
{# GETAORANGES #} 
{# #} 
{############################################### } 
Procedure GetAORanges; 
var 
result: integer; 
begin 
ifhasAouts then 
result:= AMI (A ORanges, B, 'b'); 
end; 
{############################################### } 
{# #} 
{# SETSCALE #} 
{# #} 
{############################################### } 
Function SetScale (channel: integer; value: real) : integer; 
var 
Item : longint; 
fact,hUimit : real; 
begin 
case AORanges[channel- IJ of 
Plus5V: begin 
hi_Iimit:= 5.0; 
fact:= 819.2; 
end; 
PluslOV: begin 
hi_Iimit:= 10.0; 
fact:= 409.6; 
end; 
PlusMinusSV: begin 
value:= value + 5.0; 
hUimit:= 10.0; 
fact:= 409.6; 
end; 
FourToTwentymA: begin 
value:= value - 4.0; 
hi_limit:= 16.0; 
fact:= 256.0; 
end; 
otherwise begin 
writeln(, Analog output range error.'); 
Go:=FALSE; 
hasAouts:= FALSE; 
SetScale:= 0; 
end; 
end; {case} 
if hasAouts then begin 
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if value < 0.0 then 
SetSca1e:= 0 
else begin 
if value >= hUimit then 
SetSca1e:= 4095 
else begin 
ltem:= round(value * fact); 
SetScale:= integer(ltem); 
end; 
end· , 
end; 
end; 
{############################################### } 
{# #} 
{# SETAO #} 
{# #} 
{############################################### } 
Procedure SetAO(input: real; channel: integer); 
var 
temp : extended; 
Item : longint; 
A,B : intar; 
result : integer; 
begin 
A[O]:= channel; 
B[O]:= SetScale(A[O],input); 
result:= AM2(A,B,'w'); 
end; 
{############################################### } 
{# #} 
{# TURNONHEATERS #} 
{# #} 
{############################################### } 
Procedure TurnOnHeaters; 
begin 
setAO(Inputl,3); 
setAO(Input2,4); 
setAO(Input3,5); 
setAO(Input4,6); 
HeatersOn := true; 
end; 
{############################################### } 
{# #} 
{# TURNOFFHEA TERS #} 
{# #} 
{############################################### } 
Procedure TurnOffHeaters; 
var 
FounnA : real; 
begin 
FounnA := 4.0; 
setAO(FounnA,3); 
setAO(FounnA,4 ); 
setAO(FounnA,5); 
setAO(FounnA,6); 
HeatersOn := false; 
end; 
{############################################### } 
{# #} 
{# INITIALIZEDRIVER #} 
{# #} 
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{############################################### } 
Procedure InitializeDriver; 
begin 
Driver:= OpenADriver('Adrive'); 
case Driver of 
DriverNotFound: 
writeln('Driver not found'); 
DriverErr: 
writelnCDriver error'); 
Otherwise 
begin 
Go:= InitialSetup; 
if Go then 
begin 
SetRange; 
SetResolution; 
GetAORanges; 
DriverOn:= true; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
{############################################### } 
{# #} 
{# DEL TSCALC #} 
{# #} 
{###############################################} 
Procedure DeltTsCalc; 
begin 
BC[29]:= B[29] - B[24]; 
BC[8]:= B[8] - B[24]; 
BC[9] := B[9] - B[24]; 
BC[lO] := B[10]- B[24]; 
BC[ll] := B[11]- B[24]; 
BC[12] := B[12]- B[24]; 
BC[13] := B[13]- B[24]; 
BC[14] := B[14] - B[24]; 
BC[15] := B[15] - B[24]; 
BC[16] := B[16] - B[24]; 
BC[17] := B[17]- B[24]; 
BC[18] := B[18]- B[24]; 
BC[19] := B[19] - B[24]; 
BC[20]:= B[20] - B[24]; 
BC[21] := B[21]- B[24]; 
BC[22]:= B[22] - B[24]; 
BC[23]:= B[23] - B[24]; 
BC[31]:= B[31] - B[24]; 
end; 
{###############################################} 
{# #} 
{# CALLFAKE #} 
{# #} 
{###############################################} 
Procedure CallFake; 
var 
i : Integer; 
conv: Real; 
begin 
cony := 1.0; 
if SIUnits = true then cony := 6.893; 
for i := 0 to 39 do 
B[i] := i; 
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if DeltTs = true then DeltTsCalc; 
end; 
{###############################################} 
{# #} 
{ # Save data procedure # } 
{# #} 
{############################################### } 
procedure SaveData; 
var 
i: Integer; 
j : Integer; 
begin 
{ Enter Coding here} 
counter := counter + 1; 
for i := 0 to 39 do 
write(fl,b[i): 1 :2,chr(09»; 
writeln(fl); 
end; 
{###############################################} 
{# #} 
{# Open file procedure #} 
{# #} 
{###############################################} 
procedure OpenFile; 
var 
top Left Point; 
Reply:SFReply; 
begin 
topLeft.h:=90; 
topLeft.v:=80; 
SFPutFile(topLeft,'Save data in','datafile',nil,Reply); 
If Reply.good then 
begin 
answer := 'y'; 
ReWrite(fl,Reply.tName); . 
FileOpen:= True; 
end; 
end; 
{###############################################} 
{# #} 
{# Close file procedure #} 
{# #} 
{###############################################} 
procedure CloseFile; 
begin 
Close(fl); 
FileOpen:=False; 
DisableItem(my Menus[FileMenuID) ,3); 
Disableltem(myMenus[FileMenuID),4); 
Enableltem(myMenus[FileMenuID1,2); 
end; 
{###############################################} 
{# #} 
{# CREATESCREEN #} 
{# #} 
{###############################################} 
Procedure CreateScreen; 
var 
Screen: Reet; 
begin 
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Screen := ScreenBits.bounds; 
ScreenPict := OpenPicture(Screen); 
PenPat(black); 
PenSize(2,2); 
ForeColor(redcolor); 
SetRect(temprect, 120,40,490,50); 
FiIIRect(temprect,Itgray); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
{ test section} 
MoveTo(120,40); LineTo(120,50); MoveTo(157,40); LineTo(157,50); 
MoveTo(I94,40); LineTo(194,50); MoveTo(231,40); LineTo(231,50); 
MoveTo(268,40); LineTo(268,50); MoveTo(305,40); LineTo(305,50); 
MoveTo(342,40); LineTo(342,50); MoveTo(379,40); LineTo(379,50); 
MoveTo(416,40); LineTo(416,50); MoveTo(453,40); LineTo(453,50); 
MoveTo(490,40); LineTo(490,50); 
ForeColor(greencolor); {arrow} 
MoveTo(555,65); LineTo(580,65); MoveTo(555,65); LineTo(560,70); 
MoveTo(555,65); LineTo(560,60); 
TextFace([bold]); 
MoveTo(560,80); 
Ora wString(,FLOW'); 
TextFace([]); 
ForeColor(redcolor); 
MoveTo(120,45); 
LineTo(45,45); 
LineTo(45,125); 
ForeColor( cyancolor); 
SetRect(temprect,93,40,l03,50); 
FiIIOvaI(temprect,white); 
FrameOvaI(temprect); 
SetRect(temprect,108,40,118,50); 
FiIIOval(temprect,white); 
FrameOvaI( temprect); 
SetRect(temprect,40,40,50,50); 
FiIIOval(temprect,white); 
FrameOval( temprect); 
SetRect(temprect,58,40,84,50); 
FiIIRect(temprect,ltgray); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
SetRect(temprect,65,40,77 ,50); 
FiIlRect(temprect, white); 
FrameRect( temprect); 
SetRect(temprect,40,60,50,70); 
FiIIOval(temprect,white); 
FrameOval( temprect); 
MoveTo(40,60); 
LineTo(48 ,60); 
MoveTo(40,70); 
LineTo(48,70); 
ForeColor(redcolor); 
SetRect(temprect,40,125,50,370); 
Fi1IRect(temprect,ltgray); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor( cyancolor); 
SetRect(temprect,40,245,50,255); 
{piping} 
{sensors} 
{quality measuring device} 
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FillOval(temprect, white); 
FrameOval( temprect); 
SetRect(temprect,40, 180,50, 190); 
FillOval(temprect, white); 
FrameOv al(temprect); 
SetRect( temprect,40,305 ,50,315); 
FillOval(temprect, white); 
FrameOval(temprect); 
ForeColor(redcolor); 
MoveTo(45,370); LineTo(45,430); MoveTo(45,1l0); LineTo(30,1l0); 
LineTo(30,380); LineTo(45,380); MoveTo(28,120); LineTo(32,130); 
MoveTo(32,120); LineTo(28,130); 
ForeColor(bluecolor); 
MoveTo(1lO,280); LineTo(11O,330); MoveTo(11O,300); LineTo(2oo,300); 
LineTo(200,425); 
ForeColor(cyancolor); 
SetRect(temprect,105,295,115,305); 
FillOval(temprect, white); 
FrameOval(ternprect); {sensors, sight glass} 
SetRect(temprect,125,295,135,305); 
FillOval(temprect, white); 
FrameOval(temprect); 
SetRect(temprect,168,295,194,305); 
FillRect(temprect, ltgray); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
SetRect(temprect, 175,295,187,305); 
FillRect(temprect, white); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(bluecolor); 
MoveTo(145,298); LineTo(155,302); MoveTo(145,302); LineTo(155,298); 
ForeColor(cyancolor); {control valve} 
MoveTo(175,270); LineTo(179,280); MoveTo(179,270); LineTo(175,280); 
ForeColor(bluecolor); 
SetRect(temprect, 105 ,320,115,450); 
FillRect(temprect,ltgray); {receiver} 
FrameRect(temprect); 
{piping, valves} 
MoveTo(105,330); LineTo(85,330); LineTo(85,440); LineTo(105,440); 
MoveTo(83,340); LineTo(87,350); MoveTo(87,340); LineTo(83,350); 
MoveTo(83,420); LineTo(87,430); MoveTo(87,420); LineTo(83,430); 
MoveTo(115,425); LineTo(205,425); MoveTo(145,423); LineTo(155,427); 
MoveTo(145,427); LineTo(155,423); 
ForeColor(greencolor); 
SetRect(temprect,335,185,355,2oo); 
FilIRect(temprect,ltgray); {drier} 
FrameRect( temprect); 
ForeColor(bluecolor); 
MoveTo(205,425); {piping} 
LineTo(225,425); 
MoveTo(245,425); 
LineTo(255,425); 
ForeColor(greencolor); 
SetRect(temprect,265 ,415 ,285 ,425); {pump} 
FillRect(temprect, ltgray); 
FrameRect( temprec t); 
SetRect(ternprect,255,415,275,435); 
FillOval(ternprect, ltgray); 
FrameOv al (ternprect); 
ForeColor(greencolor); 
SetRect(temprect,225,420,245,430); {filter} 
FillRect(temprect, ltgray); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(bluecolor); 
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MoveTo(285,420); {piping) 
LineTo(295,420); 
LineTo(295,320); 
ForeColor(greenco!or); 
SetRect(temprect,280,31O,31O,320); {filter) 
FillRect(temprect,!tgray); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeCo!or(b!uecolor); {piping, v aI yes ) 
MoveTo(295,31O); LineTo(295,190); MoveTo(293,21O); LineTo(297,200); 
MoveTo(297,21O); LineTo(293,200); MoveTo(295,225); LineTo(440,225); 
MoveTo(31O,223); LineTo(320,227); MoveTo(31O,227); LineTo(320,223); 
MoveTo(365,227); LineTo(375,223); MoveTo(365,223); LineTo(375,227); 
MoveTo(295,190); LineTo(335,190); MoveTo(355,190); LineTo(390,190); 
LineTo(390,225); MoveTo(440,225); LineTo(440,205); MoveTo(580,205); 
LineTo(580,225); LineTo(620,225); 
ForeCo!or(cyanco!or); {sensors) 
SetRect(temprect,290,220,300,230); 
FilIOva!(temprect,white); 
FrameOv a!( temprect); 
ForeCo!or( cyanco!or); 
SetRect(temprect,335,215,355,235); 
FillOva!(temprect,white); 
FrameOva!(temprect); 
ForeCo!or(cyanco!or); 
SetRect(temprect,435,220,445,230); 
FillOvaI(temprect,white); 
FrameOva!(temprect); 
ForeCo!or(cyanco!or); 
SetRect(temprect,410,220,420,230); 
Fill Ova!(temprect, white); 
FrameOva!(temprect); 
ForeColor(cyanco!or); 
SetRect(temprect,575 ,220,585,230); 
FillOvaI(temprect,white); 
FrameOva!(temprect); 
{ ForeColor(redco!or); 
SetRect(temprect,425,187,595,207); 
FillRect( temprect,dkgray); 
FrameRect(temprect); ) 
ForeColor(blueco!or); 
MoveTo(440,205); 
LineTo(580,205); 
ForeCo!or(redcolor ); 
SetRect(temprect,620,40,640,235); 
FillRect(temprect,dkgray); 
FrameRect( temprect); 
MoveTo(620,45); 
LineTo( 490,45); 
ForeCo!or(cyanco!or); 
SetRect(temprect,497 ,40,507 ,50); 
FillOvaI(temprect,white); 
FrameOv aI( temprect); 
ForeColor(cyanco!or); 
SetRect(temprect,549 ,40,559 ,50); 
FillOval(temprect, white); 
FrameOv a!( temprect); 
SetRect(temprect,515,40,541,50); 
FiIlRect(temprect,Itgray); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
SetRect(temprect,522,40,534,50); 
FiIlRect(temprect,white); 
FrameRect( temprect); 
SetRect(temprect,590,40,600,50); 
{ preheater ) 
{T,P sensors ) 
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FillOval(temprect,white); 
FrameOval( temprect); 
MoveTo(590,40); 
LineTo(59S,40); 
MoveTo(590,50); 
LineTo(59S,50); 
ForeColor(redcolor); 
SetRect( temprect,45 5 ,SO,53 5 ,160); 
FillRect(temprect,ltgray); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
TextFont(monaco ); 
TextSize(9); 
SetRect(Inc1 Box,465,90,494,119); 
FillRect(Inc lBox, whi te); 
FrameRect(Inc 1 Box); 
MoveTo(46S,lOS); 
DrawString('SCR1'); 
SetRect(Inc2Box,496,90,525,119); 
FiliRect(Inc2B oX,w hite); 
FrameRect(Inc2Box); 
MoveTo( 499, lOS); 
DrawString('SCR2'); 
SetRect(Inc3Box,465,121,494,150); 
FillRect(Inc3Box,white); 
FrameRect(Inc3Box); 
MoveTo(46S,13S); 
DrawString('SCR3'); 
SetRect(Inc4Box,496,121,525,150); 
FillRect(Inc4Box,white); 
FrameRect(Inc4Box); 
MoveTo(499,13S); 
DrawString('SCR4'); 
ForeColor(redcolor); 
SetRect(temprect,IS0,84,260 ,S6); 
FillRect( temprect,ltgray); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
MoveTo(1S0,S6); 
LineTo(IS0,100); 
MoveTo(260,S6); 
LineTo(260,100); 
ForeColor(redcolor ); 
SetRect(temprect,550,loo,590,140); 
FillRect(temprect,white); 
SetRect(Dialog4,550,loo,590,140); 
FrameRect(Dialog4 ); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(redcolor); 
SetRect(temprect,150,loo,190,140); 
FillRect(temprect,white); 
SetRect(Dialog3,150,loo,190,140); 
FrameRect(Dialog3); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(redcolor); 
SetRect(temprect,250,1 00,290,140); 
FillRect(temprect,white); 
SetRect(Dialog2,250,loo,290,140); 
FrameRect(Dialog2); 
FrameRect( temprect); 
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{heater control panel} 
{Increment SCR #1 Box} 
{Increment SCR #2 Box} 
{Increment SCR #3 Box} 
{Increment SCR #4 Box} 
{electrical conduit} 
{SCR #4 control panel} 
{SCR #3 control panel} 
{SCR #2 control panel} 
ForeColor(redcolor); 
SetRect(temprect,350,loo,390,140); 
FillRect(temprect,white); 
SetRect(Dialogl,350,loo,390,140); 
FrameRect(Dialog 1); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(redcolor); 
SetRect(UnitsBox,150,160,190,200); 
FillRect(UnitsBox, white); 
FrameRect(UnitsBox); 
GotoXY(27,l7); 
TextFace([boldl); 
writeln(, SI'); 
TextFace([]); 
ForeColor(redcolor); 
SetRect(FileBox, 100, 160, 140,200); 
FillRect(FileBox, white); 
FrameRect(FileBox); 
GotoXY(18,l7); 
TextFace([boldl); 
writeln(' C '); 
TextFace([]); 
ForeColor(redcolor); 
SetRect(SaveBox, 100,21 0, 140,240); 
FillRect(SaveBox, white); 
FrameRect(SaveBox); 
GotoXY(18,21); 
TextFace([boldl); 
writeln(, '); 
TextFace([]); 
ForeColor(redcolor); 
SetRect(CalBox, 150,210, 190,240); 
FillRect(CalBox, white); 
FrameRect(CalBox); 
GotoXY(27,21); 
writeln(' '); 
ForeColor(redcolor); 
{SCR #1 control panel} 
SetRect(temprect,285,84,365,86); {electrical conduit} 
FillRect(temprect,ltgray); 
FrameRect( temprect); 
MoveTo(285,86); LineTo(285,loo); MoveTo(365.86); LineTo(365.100); 
ForeColor(bluecolor); 
SetRect(temprect,215,140.235,160); 
FillRect(temprect,ltgray); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(bluecolor); 
SetRect(temprect,315,140,335,160); 
FillRect(temprect,ltgray) ; 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(redcolor); 
SetRect(temprect,390,I24,455,126); 
FillRect(temprect,ltgray); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(redcolor ); 
SetRect(temprect,535,124,550, 126); 
FillRect(temprect,ltgray); 
FrameRect( temprect); 
ForeColor(greencolor); 
{gear pump controller} 
{chiller control panel} 
{electrical conduit} 
{chiller control panel} 
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SetReet(tempreet,325,320,640,450); 
FillRect(temprect,dkgray); 
FrameRect( tempreet); 
TextFont(geneva); {component labels} 
TextSize(9); 
TextFace([]); 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo(120,80); DrawStringCTEST SECTION'); 
MoveTo(290,80); DrawString(,HEATER CONTROL PANELS'); 
MoveTo(60,150); DrawString('QUALITY '); 
MoveTo(60,160); DrawString(,MEASURING'); 
MoveTo(60,170); DrawString('DEVICE'); 
MoveTo(215,41O); DrawString('FIL TER'); 
MoveTo(255,41O); DrawString(,PUMP'); 
MoveTo(245,320);DrawString(,FIL TER'); 
MoveTo(90,460); DrawString(,RECEIVER'); 
MoveTo(330,180);DrawString(,DRIER'); 
MoveTo(545,160);DrawString(,SUPERHEATER'); 
MoveTo(160,250);DrawString(,CONTROL'); 
MoveTo(164,260);DrawString(,V ALVE'); 
MoveTo(215,180); DrawString('GEAR'); 
MoveTo(215,190); DrawString('PUMP'); 
MoveTo(215,200); DrawString(,CONTROLLER'); 
MoveTo(305,l10); DrawString('CHILLER'); 
MoveTo(305,120); DrawString('CONTROL'); 
MoveTo(305,130); DrawString(,PANEL'); 
MoveTo(30,445); DrawString(TO CHILLER'); 
MoveTo(70,275); DrawString(,FROM'); 
MoveTo(70,285); DrawString('CHILLER'); 
MoveTo(340,278); DrawString('ANTIFREEZE RTD PROBES'); 
ForeColor(cyancolor); 
MoveTo(95,60);DrawChar(,P'); 
MoveTo(30,50);DrawChar('T'); 
MoveTo(105,60);DrawString(,DP'); 
MoveTo(60,190); DrawChar('T'); 
MoveTo(60,255); DrawChar(,P'); 
MoveTo(60,315); DrawChar('T'); 
MoveTo(95,305);DrawCharCT'); 
MoveTo( 128,290);Dra wChar('P'); 
MoveTo(280,228);DrawChar('T'); 
MoveTo(342,212);DrawCharCF); 
MoveTo(413,215);DrawCharCP'); 
MoveTo( 450,227); DrawChar('T'); 
Move To( 565 ,227); Dra wChar('T'); 
MoveTo(501,60);DrawString(,DP'); 
MoveTo(553,60);DrawCharCT'); 
ClosePicture; 
end; 
{sensor labels} 
{###############################################} 
{# #} 
{# DRA WSCREEN #} 
{# , #} 
{###############################################} 
Procedure DrawScreen; 
var 
Screen: Reet; 
begin 
Screen := ScreenBits.bounds; 
DrawPicture(ScreenPict,Scrcen); 
end; 
{$S SegmentA} 
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{############################################### } 
{# #} 
{# GETV ALUES #} 
{# #} 
{############################################### } 
Procedure GetValues; 
var 
i: integer; 
result: integer; 
cony : real; 
begin 
result:= AMl(A,B,'cm'); 
fori:= 0 to 31 do 
begin 
if calibrate then 
begin 
DeltTsCalc; 
calibmte := false; 
end; 
B[i] := B[i] - BC[i]; 
ifi<8then 
B[i]:= B[i] 
else 
if SIUnits = false then B[i] := B[i]*1.8 + 32.; 
end; 
conv:= 1.0; 
if SIUnits = true then cony := 6.8948; 
B[O] := (B[0]-4.0)*3.125*conv; 
B[I] := (B[1]-4.0)*3.125*conv; 
B[2] := (B[2]-4.0)*3.125*conv; 
. B[3] := B[3VlO.023; 
B[4] := (B[4]-4.0)*0.3125*conv; 
B[5] := (B[5]-4.0)*62.5*conv-2.3; 
end; 
{############################################### } 
{# ~ 
{# PRTS #} 
{# #} 
{############################################### } 
FUNCTION pRTS (anum:Real; places:Integer):Str255; 
{ This routine converts a real number to a string.} 
VAR 
DForm : DecForm; 
DString : DecStr; 
texthold : Str255; 
BEGIN 
DForm.Style := FixedDecimal; 
DForm.Digits := places; 
Num2Str(DForm, anum, DString); 
pRTS := DString; 
END; 
{###############################################} 
(# #} 
{# TERPL #} 
(# #} 
(###############################################} 
function Terpl (x,y: refrig; xl: real): real; 
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var 
frrst,last : integer; 
i,irange : integer; 
il,i2 : integer; 
fract : real; 
ans : real; 
begin 
if SIUnits = false then xl := xl *6.893; 
first:= 1; 
last :=30; 
ifxl <= x[frrst] then 
Terpl := y[flTst] 
else 
begin 
ifxl >= x[last] then 
Terpl := y[last] 
else 
il := first; 
i2:= last; 
while (i2-il) > 1 do 
begin 
irange:= i2-il; 
i := i 1 + round(irange/2); 
ifxl < xli] then 
i2:=i 
else 
i1:= i; 
end; 
i :=i2; 
fract:= (x1- x[i-1])/(x[i] - x[i-1]); 
Ans:= y[i-1] + fract*(y[i]-y[i-1]); 
Terpl := Ans; 
If SIUnits = false then 
begin 
Terpl := Ans* 1.8 + 32.0; 
( change to kPa) 
xl := xl/6.893; ( Change back to psi) 
end; 
end; 
end; 
(###############################################) 
(# #) 
(# TSATDATA #) 
(# #) 
(###############################################) 
procedure TSatData; 
var 
i : integer; 
begin 
fori := 1 to 5 do 
psat[i]:= 2*i; 
for i:= 6 to 14 do 
psat[i] := 10 + 1O*(i-5); 
for i := 15 to 23 do 
psat[i] := 100 + 100*(i-14); 
for i := 24 to 29 do 
psat[i] := 1000 + 500*(i-23); 
psat[30] :=4010; 
tsat[ 1] := -94.1; tsat[ 2] := -85.7; tsat[ 3] := -80.4; 
tsat[ 4]:= -76.3; tsat[ 5]:= -73.1; tsat[ 6]:= -62.1; 
tsat[ 7] := -55.0; tsat[ 8] := -49.6; tsat[ 9] := -45.2; 
tsat[lO] := -41.4; tsat[ll] := -38.1; tsat[12] := -35.2; 
tsat[13] :=-32.5; tsat[14] :=-30.1; tsat[15] :=-12.5; 
tsat[16] := -0.8; tsat[17]:= 8.2; tsat[I8]:= 15.6; 
tsat[19] := 22.0; tsat[20] := 27.7; tsat[21]:= 32.8; 
tsat[22]:= 37.4; tsat[23]:= 41.7; tsat[24]:= 59.2; 
tsat[25] := 72.9; tsat[26j:= 84.2; tc;at[27] := 94.0; 
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tsat[28] := 102.6; tsat[29] := 110.3; tsat[30] := 111.6; 
end; 
(############################################### ) 
(# #) 
(# SHOWCURRENTS #) 
(# ~ 
(############################################### ) 
procedure ShowCurrents; . 
var· 
str : string; 
begin 
forecolor(bluecolor ); 
TextSize(9); 
FillRect(dialogl,white); 
FrameRect( dialog 1); 
MoveTo(360,110); 
DrawString(,SCR 1 '); 
MoveTo(353,123); 
str := pRTS(Inputl,l) + 'rnA'; 
DrawString(str); 
FillRect(dialog2, white); 
FrarneRect( dialog2); 
MoveTo(260,I1O); 
DrawString('SCR2'); 
MoveTo(253,123); 
str:= pRTS(Input2,1) +' rnA'; 
DrawString(str); 
FillRect( dialog3, white); 
FrarneRect(dialog3); 
MoveTo(160,l1O); 
DrawString('SCR3'); 
MoveTo(153,123); 
str:= pRTS(Input3,1) +' rnA'; 
DrawString(str); 
FillRect( dialog4, white); 
FrameRect(dialog4); 
MoveTo(560,I1O); 
DrawString('SCR4'); 
MoveTo(553,123); 
str := pRTS(Input4,1) + 'rnA'; 
DrawString(str); 
end; 
(###############################################} 
(# #) 
(# PUTVALUES #} 
(# #} 
(###############################################) 
procedure PutValues; 
var 
str : string; 
unitsT : string; 
unitsPa : string; 
unitsPd : string; 
var tsurf,tfluid,qliquid,qpreheat,qtestsec,h,xi,xo,deitax: real; 
var rndot,hfg,area, deltaP,total: real; 
begin 
unitsT :=' C'; 
unitsPa := ' kPa'; 
unitsPd := ' kPa'; 
if SIUnits = false then 
begin 
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unitsT :=' F; 
unitsPa := ' psia'; 
unitsPd := ' psid' 
end; 
{if DeltTs = true and ReaIData = true then DcltTsCalc;} 
TextFont(helvetica); 
textsize(9); 
TextFace([]); 
PenPat(black); 
PenSize(2,2); 
if HeatersOn then ShowCurrents; 
ForeColor(greencolor); 
SetRect(temprect,53 ,65,117, 110); 
FilIRect(temprect, white); 
FrameRect(temprect ); 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo(58,75); 
str:= 'T =' + pRTS(B{rtd_Ij,l) + unitsT; 
DrawString(str); 
MoveTo(58,85); 
str := 'P =' + pRTS(B[psi_OI], I) + unitsPa; 
DrawString(str); 
MoveTo(58,95); 
str := 'DP = ' + pRTS(B[psU)4],2) + unitsPd; 
DrawString(str); 
tl := TerpI(psat.tsat,B[psi_OI]); 
MoveTo(58.105); 
str:= 'Tsat =' + pRTS(tl.l) + unitsT; 
DrawString(str); 
ForeColor(greencolor); 
SetRect(temprect,70,245,135,260); 
FillRect(temprect, white); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo(75,255); 
str:= 'P =' + pRTS(B[psi_05],I) + unitsPa; 
DrawString(str); 
ForeColor(greencolor); 
SetRect(temprect,125,315,190,350); 
FillRect( temprect, white); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo(130,325); 
str:= 'T = ' + pRTS(B[rtd_2], 1) + unitsT; 
DrawString(str); 
MoveTo(130.335); 
str:= 'P =' + pRTS(B[psi_02].I) + unitsPa; 
DrawString(str); 
tl := Terpl(psat.tsat.B[psi_02]); 
MoveTo(130.345); 
str := 'Tsat = ' + pRTS(tl, 1) + unitsT; 
DrawString(str); 
ForeColor(greencolor); 
SetRect(temprcct,225,215,275,230); 
Fill Rect( temprect, white); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
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ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo(230,225); 
str:= 'T =' + pRTS(B[rtd_3],I) + unitsT; 
DrawString(str); 
ForeColor(greencolor); 
SetRect(temprect,395,235,460,270); 
FillRect(temprect, white); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo(400,245); 
str:= T =' + pRTS(B[rtd_4],I) + unitsT; 
DrawString(str); 
MoveTo(400,255); 
str ;= 'P = ' + pRTS(B[psi_03], I) + unitsPa; 
DrawString(str); 
tl ;= Terpl(psat,tsat,B[psi_03]); 
MoveTo( 400,265); 
str;= 'Tsat =' + pRTS(tl,l) + unitsT; 
DrawString(str); 
ForeColor(greencolor); 
SetRect(temprect,3 1 5,245 ,385 ,260); 
FillRect(temprect, white); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo(320,255); 
str;= 'F = '+ pRTS(B[flo_01],2) +' gal/min'; 
DrawString(str); 
ForeColor(greencolor); 
SetRect(temprect,555,235,605,250); 
FillRect(temprect, white); 
. FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo(560,245); 
str;= 'T =' + pRTS(B[rtd_5],I) + unitsT; 
DrawString(str); 
ForeColor(greencolor); 
SetRect(temprect,505,62,555,77); 
FillRect(temprect, white); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo(510,73); 
str ;= 'T = ' + pRTS(B[rtd_6], I) + unitsT; 
DrawString(str); 
ForeColor(greencolor); 
SetRect(temprect,340,280,390,305); 
FillRect(temprect, white); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo(345,290); 
str:= 'T =' + pRTS(B[rtd_8],I) + unitsT; 
DrawString(str); 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo(345,300); 
str := 'T =' + pRTS(B[rtd_7], I) + unitsT; 
DrawString(str); 
ForeColor(greencolor); 
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SetRect(temprect,194,55,221,70); 
FiIlRect(temprect, white); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo(199,65); 
DrawString(pRTS(B[tc_81,l)); 
ForeColor(greencolor); 
SetRect(temprect,231,55,258,70); 
FiIlRect(temprect,white); 
FrameRect( temprect); 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo(236,65); 
DrawString(pRTS (B [tc_7al, 1)); 
ForeColor(greencolor); 
SetRect(temprect,231,20,258,35); 
FillRect(temprect, white); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo(236,30); 
DrawString(pRTS(B[tc_7b 1,1)); 
ForeColor(greencolor) ; 
SetRect(temprect,268,55,295,70); 
Fill Rect(temprect, whi te); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo(273,65); 
DrawString(pRTS(B[tc_6b 1,1)); 
ForeColor(greencolor) ; 
SetRect(temprect,268,20,295,35); 
FillRect(temprect,white); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo(273,30); 
DrawString(pRTS (B [tc_6a], 1)); 
ForeColor(greencolor); 
SetRect(temprect,305,55,332,70); 
FillRect( temprect, white); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo(31O,65); 
DrawString(pRTS(B[tc_5b 1,1)); 
ForeColor(greencolor); 
SetRect(temprect,305,20,332,35); 
FiIlRect(temprect,white); 
FrameRect(temprect) ; 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo(31O,30); 
DrawString(pRTS (B [tc_5a], 1)); 
ForeColor(greencolor); 
SetRect(temprect,342,20,369,35); 
FillRect(temprect, whi te); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo(347,30); 
DrawString(pRTS(B[tc_ 4al,I)); 
ForeColor(greencolor) ; 
SetRect(temprect,379,20A06,35); 
FillRect(temprect,white); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo(384,30); 
DrawString(pRTS(B[tc_3al,l)); 
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ForeColor(greencolor); 
SetRect(temprect,416,55,443,70); 
FillRect(temprect, white); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo( 421,65); 
DrawString(pRTS(B[tc_2b],I»; 
ForeColor(greencolor); . 
SetRect(temprect,416,20,443,35); 
FillRect(temprect, whi te); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo(421,30); 
DrawString(pRTS(B[tc_2a],I»; 
ForeColor(greencolor); 
SetRect(temprect,453,55,480,70); 
FillRect( temprect, white); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo(458,65); 
DrawString(pRTS(B[tc_l b], 1»; 
ForeColor(greencolor); 
SetRect(temprect,453,20,480,35); 
FillRect(temprect,white); 
FrameRect(temprect); 
ForeColor(blackcolor); 
MoveTo(458,30); 
DrawString(pRTS(B[tc_la],1»; 
ForeColor(bluecolor); 
textsize(9); 
TextFace([bold]); 
TextFont(monaco); 
TextFont(helvetica); 
Textsize(9); 
TextFace([]); 
MoveTo(353,137); 
str:= pRTS(B[wtl],2) +' V'; 
DrawString(str); 
MoveTo(253,137); 
str:= pRTS(B[wt2],2) +' V'; 
DrawString(str); 
MoveTo(153,137); 
str:= pRTS(B[wt3],2) +' V'; 
DrawString(str); 
MoveTo(553,137); 
str:= pRTS(B[wt4],2) +' V'; 
DrawString(str); 
TextFont(helvetica); 
Textsize(9); 
TextFace([]); 
end; 
($S SegmentAl 
(###############################################} 
(# #} 
(# Show About procedure #} 
(# #} 
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(###############################################} 
procedure ShowAbout; 
var 
theDlog : DialogPtr; 
theltem : Integer; 
begin 
theDlog := GetNewDialog(AboutID,nil,Pointer(-I)); 
ModalDialog(nil,theltem); 
DisposDialog(theDlog); 
DrawScreen; 
end; 
(############################################### } 
(# #} 
{ # ProcessMenu procedure # } 
(# #} 
(############################################### } 
procedure ProcessMenu(codeWord : Longint); 
var 
menuNwn : Integer; 
itemNwn : Integer; 
NameHolder: str255; 
dummy: Integer; 
yuck: boolean; 
begin 
if codeWord <> 0 then 
begin 
menuNwn:= HiWord(codeWord); 
itemNwn:= LoWord(codeWord); 
Case menuNum of 
AppleMenuID : 
begin 
ShowAbout; 
end; 
FileMenuID : 
begin 
Case itemNwn of 
1: begin 
Done:=true; 
if FileOpen then CloseFile; 
end; 
2: OpenFile; 
3: CloseFile; 
4: SaveData; 
end; 
DrawScreen; 
end; 
PlotMenuID : 
begin 
Case itemNum of 
1: begin 
PlotType := 1; 
OutputType:=1; 
Disableltem(myMenus[PlotMenuID], 1); 
Enableltem(myMenus[PlotMenuID],2); 
Enableltem(myMenus[PlotMenuID],3); 
Enableltem(myMenus[PlotMenuID],4); 
end; 
2: begin 
PlotType :=2; 
OutputType:= 1; 
Disableltem(myMenus[PlotMenuID],2); 
Enableltem(myMcnus[PlotMenuID], I); 
Enableltem(myMenus[PlotMenuID],3); 
Enableltem(myMenus[PlotMenuID],4); 
end; 
3: begin 
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PlotType :=3; 
OutputType:=I; 
DisableItem(myMenus[PlotMenuID],3); 
EnableItem(my Menus[PlotMenuID], 1); 
EnableItem( myMenus[PlotMenuID] ,2); 
EnableItem(myMenus[PlotMenuID],4); 
end; 
4: begin 
PlotType :=4; 
OutputType:= 1; 
DisableItem(my Menus[PlotMenuID],4); 
EnableItem(myMenus[PlotMenuID],I); 
EnableItem(myMenus[PlotMenuID],2); 
EnableItem(myMenus[PlotMenuID],3); 
end; 
end; 
end; 
OutputTypeMenuID : 
begin 
Case itemNum of 
1. begin 
OutputType:=O; 
SIUnits := true; 
if FakeData then CallFake; 
EnableItem(my Menus [ OutputTypeMenuID], 1); 
EnableItem(myMenus[ OutputTypeMenuID] ,2); 
EnableItem(myMenus[OutputTypeMenuID],3); 
EnableItem(my Menus[ OutputTypeMenuID],4); 
end; 
2: begin 
OutputType:= 1 ; 
SIUnits := false; 
if FakeData then CallFake; 
EnableItem(myMenus[ OutputTypeMenuID] ,2); 
EnableItem(myMenus[OutputTypeMcnuID],I); 
EnableItem(myMenus[OutputTypeMenuID],3); 
EnableItem(myMenus[ OutputTypeMenuID],4); 
end; 
3: begin 
OutputType:= 1; 
DeltTs := false; 
if FakeData then CallFake; 
EnableItem(myMenus[OutputTypeMenuID],3); 
EnableItem(my Menus[ OutputTypeMenuID], 1); 
EnableItem(myMenus[OutputTypeMenuID],2); 
EnableItem(myMenus[OutputTypeMenuID],4); 
end; 
4: begin 
OutputType:= 1; 
DeltTs := true; 
if FakeData then CallFake; 
EnableItem(myMenus[ OutputTypeMenuID],4); 
EnableItem(my Menus [ OutputTypeMenuID], 1); 
EnableItem(myMenus[OutputTypeMenuID],2); 
EnableItem(my Menus[ OutputTypeMenuID] ,3); 
end; 
end; 
end; 
DataTypeMenuID : 
begin 
Case itemNum of 
1: begin 
FakeData := true; 
Real Data := false; 
DisableItem(myMenus[DataTypeMenuID],2); 
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Enableltem(myMenus[DataTypeMenuID],2); 
end; 
2: begin 
FakeData := false; 
RealData := true; 
Disableltem(myMenus[DataTypeMenuID],2); 
Enableltem(myMenus[DataTypeMenuID],l); 
end; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
HiliteMenu(O); 
end; 
end; 
{###############################################} 
{# #} 
{# Deal With Mouse Downs procedure #} 
{# #} 
{###############################################} 
procedure DealWithMouseDowns(theEvent: EventRecord); 
var 
windowPointedTo: WindowPtr; 
mouseLoc : Point; 
location : Integer; 
windowLoc: Integer; 
Height : Integer; 
Width : Integer; 
VandH : Longint; 
begin 
mouseLoc := theEvenL where; 
GlobaltoLocal(theEvenLWhere); 
if ptinRect(theEvenLWhere,UnitsBox) then 
begin . 
ForeColor(redcolor); 
TextFace([bold)); 
if SIUnits = true then 
begin 
GotoXY(27,17); 
writeln(' ENO'); 
SIUnits := false 
end 
else 
begin 
GotoXY(27,17); 
writeln(' SI '); 
SIUnits := true; 
end; 
ForeColor(bluecolor); 
TextFace([]); 
end; 
if ptinRect(theEvenLWhere,FileBox) then 
begin 
ForeColor(redcolor); 
if not FileOpen then 
begin 
FileOpen := true; 
Openfile; 
DrawScreen; 
forecolor(bluecolor); 
ShowCurrents; 
TextFace([bold]); 
forecolor( redcolor); 
GotoXY(18,17); 
writelnC 0 '); 
if SIUnits = false then 
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begin 
GotoXY(27,17); 
writeln(, ENG'); 
end; 
end 
else 
begin 
TextFace([bold)); 
GotoXY(l8,l7); 
writeln(' C '); 
FileOpen := false; 
Closefile 
end; 
TextFace([D; 
end; 
forecolor(redcolor); 
textface([bold]); 
if ptinRect(theEvent. Where,SaveBox) then 
if SavetoFile = false then 
begin 
SavetoFile := true; 
GotoXY(18,21); 
writeln(, S'); 
SavetoFile := true; 
end 
else 
begin 
SavetoFile := false; 
GotoXY(18,21); 
writeln(' '); 
end; 
forecolor(redcolor); 
textface([bold]); 
if ptinRect(theEvent.Where,CaIBox) then 
if SavetoFile = false then 
begin 
Calibrate := true; 
GotoXY(27,21); 
writeln(' CAL'); 
end 
else 
begin 
SavetoFile := false; 
GotoXY(l8,21); 
writeln(' '); 
end; 
forecolor(bluecolor); 
textface([]); 
if ptinRect(theEvent. Where,dialog 1) then 
begin 
GoToXY(62,14); 
Writeln('Inputl = '); 
GoToXY(69,14); 
Readln(Input 1); 
If Inputl > 20.0 then Inputl := 20.0; 
If Inputl < 4.0 then Inputl := 4.0; 
ShowCurrents; 
TurnOnHeaters; 
end' ,
if ptinRect(theEvent. Whcre,dialog2) then 
begin 
GoToXY(62,14); 
Writeln('Input2 = '); 
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GoToXY(69,14); 
Readln(lnput2); 
If Input2 > 20.0 then Input2 := 20.0; 
If Input2 < 4.0 then Input2 := 4.0; 
ShowCurrents; 
TurnOnHeaters; 
end; 
if ptinRect(theEvent. Where,dialog3) then 
begin 
GoToXY(62,14); 
Writeln('Input3 = '); 
GoToXY(69,l4); 
Readln(lnput3); 
If Input3 > 20.0 then Input3 := 20.0; 
If Input3 < 4.0 then Input3 := 4.0; 
ShowCurrents; 
TurnOnHeaters; 
end; 
if ptinRect(theEvent.Where,dialog4) then 
begin 
GoToXY(62,l4); 
Writeln('lnput4 = '); 
GoToXY(69,l4); 
Readln(lnput4 ); 
If Input4 > 20.0 then Input4 := 20.0; 
If lnput4 < 4.0 then Input4 := 4.0; 
ShowCurrents; 
TurnOnHeaters; 
end; 
if ptinRect(theEvent. Where,Inc 1 Box) then 
begin 
Inputl := Inputl + 0.1; 
If Input! > 20.0 then Input! := 20.0; , 
ShowCurrents; 
TurnOnHeaters; 
end' , 
if ptinRect(theEvent.Where,Inc2Box) then 
begin 
lnput2:= Input2 + 0.1; 
If Input2 > 20.0 then Input2 := 20.0; 
ShowCurrents; 
TurnOnHeaters; 
end; 
if ptinRect(theEvent.Where,Inc3 Box) then 
begin 
Input3 := Input3 + 0.1; 
If Input3 > 20.0 then Input3 := 20.0; 
ShowCurrents; 
TurnOnHeaters; 
end' ,
if ptinRect(theEvent.Where,Inc4Box) then 
begin 
Input4 := Input4 + 0.1; 
If Input4 > 20.0 then Input4 := 20.0; 
ShowCurrents; 
TurnOnHeaters; 
end; 
GoToXY(62,14); 
Writeln(' '); { Erase Dialog Area} 
{ if HeatersOn then TurnOnHeaters;} 
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{ windowLoc := FindWindow(mouseLoc,windowPointedTo); 
GoToXY(62,15); 
Writeln('windowLoc = ',windowLoc:2); 
GoToXY(62,16); 
Writeln(,mouseLoc = ',mouseLoc.H:2,mouscLoc.V:2,' '); 
GoToXY(62,17); 
Writeln( '); 
SystemTask; 
case windowLoc of 
inMenuBar : 
begin 
ProcessMenu(MenuSelect(mouseLoc»; 
GoToXY(62,17); 
Write1nCinMenuBar '); 
end; 
inSysWindow: 
begin 
SystemClick( theEvent, window PointedTo); 
GoToXY(62,17); 
WritelnCinSysWindow'); 
end; 
inContent: 
begin 
GoToXY(62,17); 
WritelnCinContent '); 
if window Pointed To <> FrontWindow then 
begin 
Select Window( window PointedTo); 
end; 
end; 
end;} 
end; 
{###############################################} 
{# #} 
{# Deal With Key Downs procedure # } 
{# #} 
{###############################################} 
procedure DeaIWithKeyDowns(theEvent: EvcntRccord); 
type 
Trick = packed record 
case boolean of 
true: (long: Longint); 
false: (chr3,chr2,chrl,chrO : char) 
end; 
var 
CharCode : char; 
TrickVar: Trick; 
begin 
TrickVar.long := theEvenl.message; 
CharCode := TrickVar.chrO; 
if BitAnd(theEvenl.modificrs,CmdKcy) = CmdKcy then {check for a menu selection} 
begin 
ProcessMenu(McnuKey(CharCodc»; 
end; 
end; 
{###############################################} 
{# #} 
{# Deal With Activates procedure #} 
{# #} 
{###############################################} 
procedure DeaIWithActivatcs(theEvcnt: EventRccord); 
var 
TargctWindow: WindowPtr; 
begin 
TargetWindow := WindowPtr(theEvenl.message); 
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if Odd(theEvent.modifiers) then 
begin 
SetPort(TargetWindow); 
end 
else 
begin 
end; 
end; 
(###############################################} 
(# #} 
( # Deal With Updates procedure # } 
(# #} 
(############################################### } 
procedure DeaIWithUpdates(theEvent: EventRecord); 
var 
UpDateWindow: WindowPtr; 
tempPort : WindowPtr; 
begin 
UpDateWindow := WindowPtr(theEvent.message); 
GetPort(tempPort); 
SetPort(UpDateWindow); 
BeginUpDate(UpDateWindow); 
If UpDateWindow=termWindow then 
DrawScreen; 
EndUpDate(UpDateWindow); 
SetPort(tempPort); 
end; 
(###############################################} 
(# #} 
(# SetupMemory procedure #} 
(#' #} 
(###############################################} 
procedure SetupMemory; 
var 
x: Longint; 
begin 
x:= ORD4(ApplicZone) + 128000; 
SetApplLimit(Pointer(x)); 
MaxApplZone; 
MoreMasters; 
MoreMasters; 
MoreMasters; 
end; 
(###############################################} 
(# #} 
(# MakeMenus procedure #} 
(# ~ 
(###############################################} 
procedure MakeMenus; 
var 
index: Integer; 
begin (Read menus resources} 
for index := AppleMenuID to DalaTypeMenuID do 
begin 
myMenus[index) := GetMenu(index); 
InsertMenu(myMenus[index),O); 
end· , 
(Set up file save menu item status.} 
FileOpen:=False; 
EnableItem(myMenus[FileMenuID),2); 
DisableItem(myMenus[FileMenuID),3); 
DisableItem(myMenus[FileMenuID),4); 
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{ Set up PlotType menu item status. } 
PlotType:= I; 
Enableltem(myMenus[PlotMenuIDJ,I); 
Enableltem(myMenus[PlotMenuIDJ,2); 
Enableltem(myMenus[PlotMenuIDJ,3); 
Enableltem(myMenus[PlotMenuIDJ,4); 
{Set up Output Type menu item.} 
OutputType:= 0; 
PlotType := I; 
SIUnits := true; 
DeltTs := false; 
EnableItem(myMenus[OutputTypeMenuIDj,4); 
EnableItem(myMenus[OutputTypeMenuIDj,I); 
EnableItem(my Menus[OutputTypeMenuIDj,2); 
EnableItem(myMenus[OutputTypeMenuIDj,3); 
{Set up DataType menu item status.} 
FakeData := false; 
Real Data := true; 
EnableItem(myMenus[DataTypeMenuIDJ,2); 
EnableItem(myMenus[DataTypeMenuIDj,I); 
{Draw menu bar.} 
DrawMenuBar; 
end; 
{###############################################} 
{# #} 
{# INITIALIZATIONS #} 
{# #} 
{###############################################} 
Procedure Initializations; 
begin 
Input 1 := 4.0; 
Input2 := 4.0; 
Input3 := 4.0; 
Input4 := 4.0; 
for i:= 010 31 do 
begin 
avg[ij := 0.0; 
BC[iJ := 0.0; 
end; 
counter := 0; 
row:= 1; 
DriverOn := false; 
Done := false; 
HeatersOn:= false; 
FlushEvents(everyEvcnt,O); 
InitGraf(@thePort); 
InitFonts; 
InitWindows; 
InitMenus; 
TEInit; 
InitDialogs(nil); 
InitCursor; 
Setup Memory; 
{MakeMenus; } 
TermWindow := GetNewWindow(WindResID,nil,Pointer(-I)); 
TextSize(9); 
FileOpen := false; 
Go:= FALSE; 
SIUnits := true; 
SavetoFile := false; 
Calibrate := false; 
ReaIData := true; 
If RealData then 
begin 
InitializeDriver; 
TumOffHeaters { start- with all heaters off --> 4 rnA to SCR Controller} 
end; 
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windowRect := screenbits.bounds; 
InSetRect(windowRect,-18,0); 
easyWindow := NewWindow(NIL,windowRcct: ',true,dBoxProc,Pointer(-l),false, 0); 
SetPort(easyWindow); 
ForeColor(yellowcolor); 
InSetRect(Windowrect,O,O); 
FillRect(W indow Rect, whi te); 
TSatData; 
end; 
(###############################################) 
{# #) 
{# CYCLE #} 
{# . #} 
{###############################################) 
Procedure Cycle; 
var 
Event: EventRecord; 
ProcessIt : boolean; 
x: Char; 
begin 
repeat 
SystemTask; 
Delay(120,del); 
ProcessIt := GetNextEvent(everyEvent,Event); {get the next event} 
if Processlt then 
begin 
case Event.what of 
end; {begin} 
if RealData then 
GetValues; 
PutValues; 
mouscDown : DcaIWithMouscDowns(Evcnt); 
AutoKey : DcaIWithKcyDowns(Evcnt); 
Key Down : DealWithKeyDowns(Evcnt); 
ActivateEvt: DeaIWithActivatcs(Event); 
UpdateEvt : DeaIWithUpdates(Event) 
end {case} 
{ read analog values} 
{ display them} 
if SavetoFile = true then 
Savedata; 
{until Done;} 
until Key Pressed; 
end; 
(###############################################) 
{# #} 
{# FINALIZATIONS #} 
{# #} 
{###############################################} 
Procedure Finalizations; 
begin 
if HeatersOn = True then TumOflHeaters; 
if FileOpen then 
Closefile; 
end; 
{ ****************************************************************} 
{ ****************************************************************} 
{ ******************** main program ***************************} 
{ ****************************************************************} 
{ ****************************************************************} 
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begin 
Initializations; 
CreateScreen; 
DrawScreen; 
ShowCurrents; 
{CallFake; } 
Cycle; 
Fmalizations; 
end. 
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